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Abstract 

With the growing demand on identification and tracking applications towards the 
Internet-of-Things (IoT), RFID technology has gained significant interests due to the 
remarkable advantages such as automated communication, remote reading, and high 
data rate capability. Conventional integrated circuit (IC) chip based RFID tags, 
however, have encountered huge challenges in the deployment at supply chain for 
item-level tracking and identification of consumer goods, mainly because of the high 
price. Fortunately, printable chipless RFID tags, combining the use of high throughput 
printing processes and low-cost electronic substrates such as polymer and paper sheets, 
are holding better chance to enter the era of penny-cost tags that item-level 
identification demands. The dissertation summarizes the author’s endeavors towards 
the realization of the extremely inexpensive chipless RFID tags.  

Transmission lines (TLs) are one of the basic building blocks for the realization of 
the chipless RFID tags. In the thesis, various types of TLs including microstrip lines 
(MLs), coplanar strips (CPs) and coplanar waveguides (CPWs), were produced by 
printing techniques, and characterized by time domain and frequency domain 
measurement instrument, respectively. The electrical properties, including 
characteristic impedances, insertion losses and propagation constants were extracted, 
and corresponding lumped and distributed element models were built up. As another 
preparation for inexpensive chipless RFID tags, the electrical behaviors of paper 
substrates including the relative permittivity and the loss tangent, were acquired. On 
the basis of these investigations, linearly-tapering method was proposed to design 50-
Ω MLs that can hardly be realized by using conventional uniform MLs in printing 
electronics. 

Tag antennas are one of the most important components in RFID tags. It is well 
acknowledged that driving down the fabrication cost while maintaining the 
performance is an enormous technical challenge but has substantial significance for 
the realization of inexpensive RFID tags. The first solution we presented is the 
linearly tapering technique. Typical tag antennas including half-wave dipole antenna 
and meander line antenna adopting the tapering method were designed and simulated 
in EM simulators. Simulation results show that with the tapering method, these 
antennas, either manufactured on typical PCBs by lithographic process or on 
inexpensive flexible substrates by all printing techniques, are capable of reducing the 
material consumption by over 40% while maintaining the comparable performances 
in contrast to the conventional counterparts. In addition, a novel bowtie antenna with 
square holes was suggested. Compared to conventional bowtie antennas, the proposed 
antenna can realize conjugated matching for IC chips without the need of a separate 
matching network by controlling the positions of those holes, thus saving electronic 
material by 35% while enhancing the robustness in harsh working environments. The 
antenna design was realized on various photopaper substrates by using all inkjet 
printing process, and the corresponding electromagnetic properties were analyzed 
with the use of 3D EM simulator and experiments. The excellent coincidence between 
measurements and simulations validates the antenna feasibility. For printed antennas, 
we also studied the process dependence in simulation. It is found that variations in 
line widths and thicknesses have more significant influence on the antenna input 
resistance than on the antenna gain, radiation efficiency and read range. In the 
investigation, it is also proven that an inkjet printed antenna can provide comparable 
performance to the antennas based on printed wire boards. 
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An ID generating circuit is unquestionably the core of a chipless RFID tag. For 
convenience of printing process and cost consideration, the circuit should be kept as 
simple as possible. Based on the cognition, an 8-bit time-domain based ID generating 
circuit that merely consists of a ML and eight capacitors was offered, and 
implemented on photo-paper substrates via inkjet printing process. In addition to the 
experimental measurements, the circuit was also input into circuit simulators for 
cross-validation. The good agreement between simulations and measurements is 
observed, exhibiting the tag technical feasibility. Besides of low cost, the tag has wide 
compatibility with current licensed RFID spectrum, which will facilitate the future 
deployment in real applications. 

Compared to time-domain based chipless tags, frequency signatures based 
chipless RFID tags are expected to offer a larger coding capacity. As a response, we 
presented a 10-bit frequency-domain based chipless RFID tag. The tag composed of 
ten configurable LC resonators was implemented on flexible polyimide substrate by 
using fast toner-transferring process. Field measurements revealed not only the 
practicability of the tag, but also the high signal to noise ratio (SNR). Another 
frequency domain tag consists of a configurable coplanar LC resonator. With the use 
of all printing process, the tag was for the first time realized on common packaging 
papers.  The tag feasibility was confirmed by subsequent measurements. Owing to the 
ultra-low cost potential and large SNR, The tag may find wide applications in typical 
RFID solutions such as management of paper tickets for social events and governing 
of smart documents. 

Ultra wide band (UWB) technology possesses a number of inherent merits such as 
high speed communication and large capacity, multi-path immunity, accurate ranging 
and positioning, penetration through obstacles, as well as extremely low-cost and low-
power transmitters. Thus, passive UWB RFIDs are expected to play an important pole 
in the future identification applications for IoT. We explained the feature difference 
between UWB chipless tags and chip based tags, and forecasted the applications 
respectively based on the comparison between the two technologies. It is expected 
that the two technologies will coexist and compensate each other in the applications of 
IoT.   

Lastly, the thesis ends up with brief summary of the author’s contributions, and 
technical prospect for the future development of printable chipless RFID tags.  
 

Keywords:  

Chipless RFID tag, configurability, inkjet printing, time domain, frequency domain, 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1 

1. Introduction 

The Chapter will present an introduction to the background knowledge related to 
the thesis topics. The concept and the enablers of the Internet of Things (IoT) will be 
briefly described, followed by the introduction of RFID technique that will play an 
important role in IoT. Subsequently, the concept and progress of chipless RFID tags as 
well as the principle of printing technique will be presented. More details about this 
chapter can be found in Paper VIII [57] and IX [58]. 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Internet-of-Things 

With development of information and communication technology, the IoT has 
attracted significant attentions due to the immense potential in realization of 
ubiquitous intelligence and revolution of modern society. IoT is referred to as a 
dynamic global network infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities based on 
standard and interoperable communication protocols where physical and virtual  
“things” have identities, physical attributes, and virtual personalities, and are 
seamlessly integrated into the information network [10]. The objects to be involved in 
IoT will not only encompass intelligent electronics such as computers and mobile 
phones, but also subsume environments around us and consumer goods in people’s 
daily lives such as food, clothing, and architecture. These things are equipped with 
electronic devices and have capabilities of localization, recognition, computing, and 
communication, as shown in Fig. 1.1. It can be found that item-leveling tracking is 
part of the IoT.  

IoT is recognized as the third revolutionary driving force in the development of the 
information and communication technology (ICT), following the first wave triggered 
by the invention of computers, and the second wave characterized by the appearance 

 

Fig. 1.1 A vision of the Internet-of-Things. 
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and proliferation of internet technology. Presently, there are roughly 1.5 billion 
personal computers and slightly over 1 billion cell-phones connecting to internet, and 
furthermore, it is expected that 100 billion devices will be connected to internet by 
2020 [11]. Such tremendously wide deployment of smart devices and the enabled 
ubiquitous communications will encourage the generation of a huge market with over 
40 times larger scale than that produced by mere internet technique. 

For IoT, however, there is a long way to go. It is well acknowledged that the 
following technologies will behave as the enabling building blocks for IoT and have 
been attached great significance in researches and early bird applications [10, 12, 13]. 
 Wireless communication. Many different wireless communication technologies 

have the potential to play important role in the full development of IoT including 
short-range and long-range channels [14]. The read rang may vary from a few 
centimeters, as demonstrated in body area network, to a few meters, like personal 
area network, and even to hundreds or thousands of meters, such as local and 
global area networks. Some prevailing wireless access techniques, for instances, 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and infrared methods, will continuously work as backbone 
carriers to transfer data among smart devices deployed in various levels of nodes. 

 RFID technology [15-17]. RFID systems consist of a reader and a tag with unique 
identification codes that can help users recognize the identity in virtual world. The 
unique identification function is a prerequisite to deploy a smart device for 
sensing or actuating purposes. Depending on technical characteristics and 
practical requirements for applications, the read range of an RFID tag may be 
significantly different, ranging from centimeters to hundreds of meters. The large 
reading distance tags, typically equipped with batteries, may serve as upper level 
connections to internet while short range tags without batteries can locally execute 
simpler missions. 

 Energy harvesting technology [13, 18]. The technology is capturing usable energy 
from environment to power on smart devices. Energy harvesting circuit, typically 
integrated with functional circuits, is a critical part to replace bulky and 
maintenance-intensive batteries. The captured energy, stored in capacitors for use, 
can be generated from temperature variations, radio signals, and even wind.  

 Sensors [11, 19, 20]. Sensors are the preliminary element for IoT since they 
provide fundamental information related to the environment of a monitored unit. 
The variables under the supervision of a sensor can be temperature, moisture, 
pressure, sun, and vibrations. The variations of these parameters are typically 
transferred to electrical signals and sent to a system.  

 Actuators [12, 17]. An actuator is a motor for moving or controlling system 
mechanically. The power to support such moving or controlling is typically from 
electric current, and the pressure of air or liquid. An example is piezoelectric 
actuators, which deform the shape of piezoelectric substrates as a response to 
small electrical signals.  

 Location technology [14, 15]. Location technology enabled applications are an 
integral part of the IoT, since location information is the basis to monitor and 
control an object in IoT. Locating activities can be executed by using RFID 
technology based on electromagnetic wave propagation, by widely 
commercialized global positioning system (GPS), and by sound detection based 
sonar technology with different location accuracy. 

 Integrated Circuits (ICs). IC technology, realizing large scale and complex 
electronic circuits onto a minuscular area, offers more powerful and more 
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complicated functions than any other competitor. As a result of increasing 
integration intensity, modern IC chips can be fabricated with lower cost and 
smaller geometries, facilitating the wide presence in IoT nodes, where the 
capability of computing and data storage should be enabled.  

Fig. 1.2 gives the technical roadmap for IoT development from 2000 to 2020 [12]. 
It is observed that RFID technology will be a primary driving force in each 
development stage. It has been fulfilled for the first stage of RFID adoption, that is, 
employing RFID tags to track assets for improving inventory efficiency and saving 
losses in supply chains. The second phase is called vertical-market applications, 
where emphasis has been placed on the application of RFIDs in the communities such 
as security, healthcare, transport, food and pharmacy management. Cost reduction will 
be one of the most advantageous factors for the extension of RFID applications. The 
third phase, ubiquitous positioning, is to deliver locating functions for smart devices 
that are either embedded in objectives or carried by people. Top priority will be 
assigned to the development of the positioning ability of RFID tags, thus enabling 
ambient intelligence feature for IoT. The fourth stage is called physical-world web. 
The stage is going to target to the seamlessly integration of cyber and physical system. 
The miniaturization of power-efficient electronics like RFID tags will bring tele-
operation and tele-presence to the world, and more specifically objects can be 
remotely monitored and controlled by actuating technologies.  

1.1.2 RFID Technologies 

RFID applications can be tracked back to the World War II, when Watson-Watt, a 
Scottish physicist, was commanded to develop an identifying friend or foe (IFF) 
aircraft system for the British. It came out of a system in which a transmitter was 
fixed onto each British plane for identification. When the transmitter received signals 
from radio stations on ground, it began broadcasting back a signal and notified the 
friend identity to the stations. Soon after, in 1948, Harry Stockman published a 

 

Fig. 1.2 Technology roadmap for the Internet-of-Things. 
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scientific paper, “Communication by Means of Reflected Power”, in which the 
modulation method of RFID were comprehensively explained, laying the first 
cornerstone for the development of RFID theories. The first and most widespread 
commercial RFID tag appeared in 1960s. The tag only containing 1-bit information, 
named electronic article surveillance (EAS), was primarily used for anti-theft 
activities in shops. The explosion of RFID was witnessed in 1970s, attributed to the 
use of low-voltage, low-power complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) 
logic circuits that allowed for significant shrinking in tag size, improving in 
functionalities, and reducing in cost. In the following 1980s, the applications of RFID 
were widely extended in the region of personal access, industrial and business, as well 
as public transportations. The invention and wide deployment of personal computers 
(PCs) offered convenient and economic collection and management of data from 
RFID system, further driving down the proliferation cost of RFID technologies. 
Starting from 1990s, to satisfy the demand of global adoptions, the International 
Standards Organization (ISO) began to coordinate the RFID regulations that varied in 
different counties and regions, and proposed a set of internationally standard protocols. 
This was a vital preparation measure towards the global deployment of RFID tags. 
Currently, the RIFD tags benefiting from the integration of microwave diodes into 
integrated circuit (IC) chips only contain two components: an IC chip and an antenna. 
With the improved integration, the chip area continuously shrinks, leading to the 
exponential cost reduction. This in turn spurs the proliferation of RFID tags in article 
tracking, transportation, and supply management.  

A typical RFID system is mainly composed of three components: a reader, tags, 
and a computer, as shown in Fig. 1.3. The tags, small and inexpensive, can be 
economically deployed in large quantity, while the reader, relatively more complex 
and more capable, can be connected with the host computer for storing and processing 
of collected data. In operation, the reader transmits interrogation signals containing 
power, data and clock information. Upon entering the detection zone of the reader, 
tags will wake up and collect the energy enveloped in the interrogation signal to 
support the operation of internal circuits. A unique train of identification (ID) codes 
will be decoded by the tag circuit and modulated in the signals transmitted back to the 
reader. After receiving the modulated signal, the reader can recognize the ID codes 
encrypted in the tag. The whole recognition sequence is characterized by automated 
and instant. 

Fig. 1.3 Typical RFID system consisting of reader, tag and data-processing server 
[12] (reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Ltd). 
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In accordance with power suppliers, RFID tags can be classified into passive, 
active, and semi-passive. Passive tags have no internal power supply and no radio 
transmitter. The internal circuits are driven by the rectified energy from the 
electromagnetic wave sent from a reader. Semi-passive tags have a local battery, but 
the power output from the battery exclusively supplies the operation of the internal 
circuit, and the energy for sending out data is still derived from the interrogation 
signals transmitted by the reader. Active RFID tags have an internal power source and 
a transmitter that can proactively transmit signals. Semi-passive and active tags can 
offer longer operation range, higher data rate and larger memories than passive ones. 
However, they can hardly compete with the low cost advantage of the passive 
counterparts. Passive tags, additionally, have much longer life time since they are free 
of maintenance-caring. As a consequence, the majority of prevailing RFID tags in 
global market are passive tags. Fig. 1.4 shows examples of conventional active and 
passive RFID tags. 

The operation of passive tags covers the frequency spectrum from low frequency 
(LF), high frequency (HF) to ultra-high-frequency (UHF) and microwave bands, as 
shown in Fig. 1.5. LF (typically in 125 kHz) and HF (with 13.56 MHz) RFID systems 
generally can reach up to 1m read range with the use of inductive coupling effect. The 
RFID tags operating in these bands are less prone to the effect of metal/liquid 
contained environments, thus offering robust readability in practice. These tags have 
wide applications in the high-security demanded conditions, in particular for 
transportation and access-controlling cards. UHF RFID tags, typically operating in 
866-868 MHz in European (EU) countries and 902-928 MHz in North American (NA) 
Continent, have a longer read range up to 10m or more, while providing a faster data 
rate for communication. On the other hand, the reading performance of UHF tags is 
severely dependent on the working environment. They are incapable of penetrating 
materials such metals, liquids, dusts and frogs. Mostly used frequencies in microwave 
band for RFID technologies are 2.45GHz and 5.8 GHz. The tags working with these 

 

Fig. 1.4 Passive and active RFID tag packages [13] (reproduced with permission of 
Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS) of European Commission). 
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two frequency spectrums regularly requires the use of batteries to supply the power-
hungry operations with the high reading speed feature.  

In RFID system, two types of antenna coupling are used for the communication 
between a reader and a tag; one is inductive coupling, and the other is capacitive (or 

 

Fig. 1.5 Typical frequency bands used by RFID systems [4] (reproduced with
permission of IPTS). 

Fig. 1.6 Two types of tag coupling methods [13] (reproduced with permission of 
IPTS). 
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 radiative) coupling, as shown in Fig. 1.6. Inductive coupling is typically applied in 
the system where the wavelength is much larger than the antenna, such as in LF and 
HF  RFID tags. Under these circumstances, the reader-tag system acts as a coupler 
providing coupling function between the flowing current in the reader antenna and 
induced voltage across the tag antenna. Due to the large wavelengths, the LF and HF 
tags have to be equipped with a much longer antenna than that of UHF and 
microwave RFID ones. This trend, however, conflicts with the goal of making tags 
small and cheap. Therefore, in practice, the antenna performance of LF and HF tags is 
compromised with the consideration of saving cost, resulting in the low read range. 
Capacitive coupling mechanism is used in UHF and microwave RFID tags, where the 
wavelength is comparable to the antenna length. In the case, a travelling 
electromagnetic wave is transmitted to the tag by a reader, and then the wave interacts 
with the tag antennas and provides power for the tag, followed by the scattering of the 
modulated signal from the tag to the reader.  

RFID technique has unique merits compared to conventional barcode and 
emerging Zigbee technique. Barcodes are one of the most economic identification 
techniques so far, mainly thanks to the small size and the extremely low 
manufacturing cost. Compared with barcode RFID tags offer some attractive 
advantages. The big difference between these two techniques is that barcodes require 
line-of-sight reading style while RFID tags typically do not need to read in line-of-
sight. Moreover, barcodes can only be recognized within a few centimeters away from 
the reader while the read range of an RFID tag can vary from a few centimeters up to 
tens of meters. Due to the line-of-sight reading manner, barcodes are intrinsically 
labor intensive technique, thus limiting the data capturing speed. A RFID reader, 
however, can access hundreds or thousands of RFID tags per second, and also the 
operation is conducted automatically and in real time. RFID is often compared with 
Zigbee technique, another key participant in IoT, while these two techniques are 

Table 1.1 Comparison between RFID technique and other recognition counterparts 

Items Barcode Zigbee 
Passive 
RFID 

Mutual 
communication 

No Yes No 

Security Low High Medium 

Coding capacity A few bit 64 kb 
Upto a few 

kb 

Cost Ultra low High Low 

Frequency Optical frequency 
2.4 GHz, 868 

MHz, 916 MHz 
ISM 

Battery No Yes No 

Typical read range <0.05 cm >70 m <10 m 

Uniform protocol Yes Yes No 

Real time No No Yes 
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different in many ways. Zigbee is a specification of low power consumption personal 
area network protocols based on IEEE 802.15.4 Standard. By passing data through an 
intermediate device to remote ones, Zigbee can transmit data over long distance. 
Compared with other near field communication technologies like WiFi and Bluetooth, 
Zigbee possesses advantages of low power consumption, low cost, low complexity, 
and high security. The drawback of Zigbee node, in contrast with passive RFID tags, 
is the relatively high cost (approximate 10 times more expensive). Therefore, to attach 
onto an item-level consumer product, a passive RFID tag is more likely to be the 
candidate other than a Zigbee device. Zigbee is more like a complement to RFID tags, 
instead of a replacement. Nowadays, Zigbee RFID tags have drawn much attention 
due to the combination of Zigbee and RFID merits. Table 1.1 present a comparison of 
barcodes, Zigbee and RFID techniques. As seen in the table, conventional passive 
RFID tags offer automatic read advantage compared with barcodes, while they have 
lower cost compared to Zigbee technique. 

1.1.3 Chipless RFID Tags 

RFID transponders that do not contain a silicon microchip are called chipless tags. 
RFID tags, which possess the capability of tracking automation, longer range 
communication and non-sight-of-light data accessing, are competitive replacements to 
barcodes. The major reason why RFID tags haven’t replaced barcodes is the higher 
cost including the expenditure of chips, batteries, antennas, and assembly processes [4, 
21]. So far, the majority of RFID market is occupied by passive tags, which eliminate 
the use of batteries and offer relatively low cost advantage [22-24]. In fact, with the 
evolution of semiconductor manufacturing process, the prices of silicon IC chips 
attached on the passive tags have been substantially reduced, leading to the 
considerable cost reduction of a single tag. Further reducing the prices of conventional 
passive RFID tags, unfortunately, will be rather challenging in the foreseeable future, 
mainly owing to two limitations. One is the extraordinarily increasing capital 
investment (at the order of billions of dollars) spent on building advanced foundry 
facilities for the manufacturing of silicon chips with finer feature sizes and higher 
integration density. This means that the cost of a silicon chip will meet a floor price. 
The other is the soaring cost for the use of assembly process to attach silicon chips 
with the seating packages with antennas. The integration procedure is not standardized 
yet, thus limiting the production efficiency. In addition, the assembly is becoming 
tougher due to the continuously shrinking size of chips and flexibility of substrates. 
The lowest cost per silicon-based passive tag will be approximately 5 cents with the 
deployment of modern, inexpensive chips [25, 26]. This poises insurmountable 
obstacle towards the realization of item-level tags that are expected to be less than 2 
cents or even at sub-cent level [27, 28].  

In past years, chipless RFID technique has attracted significant attention due to the 
low manufacturing cost expectation. By eliminating the use of silicon IC chips, 
chipless RFID tags can offer more competitive price than normal silicon IC based tags. 
Besides, chipless tags possess longer communication range since they do not 
necessitate the use of transistors as silicon based tags that require a threshold voltage 
to power up IC circuits [6]. The chipless tags that have been successfully 
commercialized are surface acoustic wave (SAW) tags [29, 30]. The attractive 
advantages for these SAW tags involve the compatibility with present RFID band 
regulations (2.45 GHz) and allowing for large coding capacity (96-bit). The cost of 
such a tag, however, is close to that of the silicon based counterparts since they 
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necessitate the use of sub-micro lithographic process and expensive piezoelectric 
substrates [25, 31].  

Developing printable chipless RFID tags seems a very attractive topic given the 
fact that printing techniques are high throughput processes. Additionally, printing 
technologies like inkjet printing are fully additive processes – solely depositing 
material on the demanded positions of substrates, offering a potential pathway to save 
a large amount of expensive electronic materials in fabrication. Also, printing 
techniques are compatible with cheap flexible substrates including plastic and paper 
sheets, holding high possibility to further drive down the tag costs [32, 33]. As a 
matter of fact, a number of research results on printable chipless RFID tags have been 
reported in recent years [28, 31, 34]. One of the most promising families is the 
chipless tags developed on the application of electromagnetic properties of printable 
metallic structures. According to the adopted encoding principles, these chipless tags 
can be basically classified into two categories: 

• Time domain signature based RFID tags [35-37] 
• Frequency domain footprint based RFID tags [38, 39] 

Time domain based chipless RFID tags are consisting of a transmission line (TL) 
and some passive components. The TL is to propagate RF waves, and passive 
components such as microwave circulators [36, 37] or capacitors [6, 40] are to 
introduce reflections for storing binary ID codes. In such tags, the lengths of TLs are 
irrelevant to the operating frequency of the tag. Therefore, this type of chipless tags is 
compatible with various RFID frequency regulations [37]. The advantage is 
particularly significant as the RFID tags are to be deployed in a variety of regions 
where charted frequency bands may be considerably distinct. 

In frequency domain, it is possible to encode ID codes into spectrum signatures by 
placing inductors nearby a microstrip line [41, 42], or by assembling an array of 

 

Fig. 1.7 Flow chart of silicon process for chip fabrication (Source: FSI semiconductor
company) 
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metallic microwave resonators with different resonant frequencies such as microstrip 
dipoles [43, 44], split ring/four-square resonators [45] and “C” like resonators [46, 47]. 
In the reading phase, the ID codes can be recognized by observing the presence of 
either resonances [43, 48], or the shift of resonances [46]. 

1.1.4 Printing Techniques 

1.1.4.1 Semiconductor process 

IC chips, one of the most important components in a conventional RFID tag, are 
fabricated by using semiconductor manufacturing process. The semiconductor 
fabrication is the multi-step process used to create integrated circuits on silicon or 
other semiconductor materials, which normally includes a sequence of 
photolithographic and chemical processing steps, as shown in Fig. 1.7. The 
semiconductor fabrication falls into four general processing categories: deposition, 
removal, patterning, and modification of electrical performance.  
 Deposition. It is the process to transfer a new material onto substrates. Typical 

choices for growing materials include physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical 
vapor deposition (CVD), electrochemical deposition (ECD), molecular beam 
epitaxy (MBE), and atomic layer deposition (ALD).  

 Removal processes. The process can be indiscriminately exerted for the removal 
of an uneven surface, so-called chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP), to offer 
a smooth carrier for the follow-up processes. Alternatively, it can selectively 
remove undesired materials by using either dry etching or wet etching methods.  

  
 Patterning techniques. The patterning work is mainly undergone by lithography. In 

conventional lithography, a chemical material, photoresist, is coated on a silicon 

 

 

Fig. 1.8 Inkjet printing process for an electrical device [2] (reproduced with
permission of UC of Berkeley). 
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wafer, and then exposed to short wavelength light, for instance, ultraviolet light, 
giving rise to the hardened area uncovered by a photo mask. The hardened part 
can protect the underlying materials from etching while other parts not exposed 
under light will be washed away by developer solutions. In this way, the devices 
and interconnects in a circuit will be transferred onto silicon process. 

 Tuning electrical properties. The electrical performance of a semiconductor device, 
for example, a metal-oxidation semiconductor (MOS) transistor, can be modified 
by the heat diffusing or the ion implementation of acceptor or donator impurity 
into either sources or drains. Consequently, furnace annealing process is employed 
for the activation of implanted dopants. The manufacturing of a silicon chip are 
conducted largely depending upon the four types of techniques, whereas the 
practical process steps used in mass production for chips are much more 
complicated, as shown in Fig. 1.7. As an example, at least 300 hundred of 
sequences are demanded for the fabrication of a modern IC chip with eleven-level 
metal lines.  

1.1.4.2 Printing Techniques 

While printing techniques have been used for producing graphics and texts for 
hundreds of years, they have been also considered in the fabrication of modern 
electronics since the last decade, so called printed electronics. Almost all of the 
conventional printing techniques, including screen printing, gravure printing, 
flexographic, offset and inkjet printing [49-51], have been attempted in the printing of 
electronics. However, among of them, inkjet printing is the most frequently used one 
due to the capacity of digital processing and the ease for operation in small scale 
fabrication of electronic products. The excellent features can be summarized as 
follows: 

 Digital process. Inkjet printing in essence is dot-matrix based patterning technique. 
The patterns to be printed can be readily modified by computer-controlled 
software on site, which is different from semiconductor manufacturing process 
where numerous masks have to be prepared in advance. Digital printing leads to 
the significantly shorter manufacture duration and more cost efficient layout 
modification of printed electronics, compared to time consuming and expensive 
equivalents of silicon process. 

 Additive process. Additive manner allows materials to be directly printed on 
desired places, making possible minimizing the use of ink consumption and 
material wastage. This is especially important for the fabrication of electronics, 

 

Fig. 1.9 Formation of consecutive metallic tracks during heat sintering process. 
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where precious raw materials such as silver, gold and platinum are commonly 
applied. 

 Non-contact. In printing period, the print nozzles for ink jetting stay away from 
the substrate, typically from 0.5 to 1 mm, which not only benefits for preserving 
delicate surfaces of printed materials, but also facilitates ink depositing with high 
spatial accuracy.  

 Wide compatibility with substrate materials. Inkjet printing can be performed on 
rigid substrates or flexible substrates, and owing to the low processing 
temperature (characteristically < 200 °C), the use of substrates with low damaging 
temperatures becomes possible, particularly for cheap polymer and paper 
materials that have great potential to be employed in RFID applications. 

The inkjet printing of electronic circuits, collaborated with roll-to-roll (R2R) 
technique, is schematically displayed in Fig. 1.8. As shown in the figure, the print 
heads containing various functional materials can deposit materials on demanded 
positions on the substrate. Once the first print head has accomplished the depositing 
of a specific type of solution materials, a fast curing process is conducted to solidify 
the first layer. Subsequently, the reel will move the patterned substrate to directly 
under the second print head for taking the second type of materials. In this way, it is 
likely to manufacture multilayer-structured electronic components in a cost and time 
effective way. 

In fact, the printing process is merely the first step for forming electric circuits. A 
sintering process is always following the printing procedure for curing the deposited 
ink to produce resultant functional films. Fig. 1.9 illustrates the typical phases that the 
deposited ink experiences for the construction of a solid metallic film. Firstly, the 

Table 1.2 Comparison between semiconductor and inkjet printing techniques. 

 Semiconductor process Inkjet printing technique 

Complexity High (>300 steps) Low (≤10 steps) 

Feature Size Fine (≤28 nm) Poor (~10 µm) 

Carrier Mobility High (1400 cm2/(V·s)) Low (<1 cm2/(V·s)) 

Energy Need Hungry (T>1000 °C) Economic (T<250 °C) 

Material Usage 
Subtractive process 

(~20% - 40%) 
Additive process (~100%) 

Mask Numerous No 

Instrument Cost 
Investment intensive 
(Billions of dollars) 

Small (Tens of 
Thousands dollars) 

Process flexibility Fixed planar process Flexible, 3D 

Environmental effect Negative Carbon-free 
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conductive ink containing nano-metallic-particles is deposited onto substrates, when 
these particles are still encapsulated by dispersion solvent that are added to isolate 
particles and prevent from the formulation of sediments. Subsequently, heat is applied 
on the substrate with patterns to evaporate the dispersion solvent, and sinter the left 
metallic particles for formatting of conductive lines. 

It is observed that inkjet printing technique is considerably more straightforward 
in contrast with semiconductor manufacturing process for the fabrication of IC chips. 
For instance, fabricating a simple electronic circuit based on metal-oxide-
semiconductor (MOS) transistors requires a few steps in the printing process while it 
necessitates over three hundreds of process sequences in silicon process. In addition to 
simplified procedures, inkjet printing as an additive technique allows for the most 
efficient material usage, since only desired materials are deposited. 

Nevertheless, in silicon process large amount of raw materials are wasted due to 
the essence of subtractive procedure. Furthermore, the commercially available printers 
tailored for electronics fabrication only cost tens of thousands dollars, which is far 
less expensive than the investment for building up a modern silicon foundry, which is 
normally over a billion dollars, not mention that huge daily fees spent on the 
maintenance for obligatory clean room environment. The few drawbacks of inkjet 
printing may involve the inferior feature sizes and relatively reduced device 
performance due to the limitations of printing processes. The summary of the 
comparison between semiconductor fabrication process and inkjet printing technique 
is provided in Table 1.2. 

Despite of the abovementioned advantages, it is well recognized that printed 
electronics is a complementary technology instead of a replacement for conventional 
IC chips based electronics manufactured by semiconductor manufacturing process, as 
shown in Fig. 1.10. Specific to RFID technology, similarly, printing RFID tags may 
hardly compete with conventional chip based tags in advanced functionalities, but 
they provide a disruptive pathway for the realization of ultra-low-cost RFID tags to be 

 

Fig. 1.10 Complementary technologies with printing technology and conventional
electronics (courtesy: Institute of Print and Media Technology, Chemnitz University
of Technology). 
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applied in item-level tracking and identification applications towards IoT vision, 
where low cost is a key concern.  

1.2 Motivations and Challenges 

Printing techniques are one of the most promising technological solutions for the 
realization of electronic circuits and systems with ultra-low cost advantage. It is 
believed that the RFID tags produced by printing processes are achievable at a 
fraction of a cent cost. Currently, there are two types of the printed RFID tags being 
pursued in the exploration of ultra-low-cost RFID solutions.  

One is creating plastic chips by using printed thin film transistor circuits (TFTCs), 
in which the components and circuit schematics are in conformity with the ones based 
on silicon. The development direction may represent a disruptive way to develop 
RFID tags with considerable complexity if the carrier motilities of TFTs are greatly 
improved to meet the demand of RFID tags operating at 13.56 MHz [27, 52]. The 
other more revolutionary pathway is called all-printed chipless RFID tags. Chipless 
tags tend to offer the advantage of much lower fabrication cost over chip-based ones 
owing to the removal of silicon chips. Coupled with fast printing techniques, 
additionally, it is expected that chipless RFID tags is capable of being fabricated at 
sub-one cent or even lower cost, especially with the highest volumes. 

This thesis aims to the development of all inkjet printed chipless RFID tags for 
low-cost item-level tracking applications. The technical challenges subsume the 
proposal of novel chipless RFID tags suitable for all printing process, the presentation 
of low cost antenna designs for the tags, and the relief of negative effects due to the 
use of inkjet printing process while it provides overwhelming advantages. 

1.3 Contributions and Organizations 

Targeting to the above challenges, this dissertation poses my endeavors in the 
realization of all printed chipless RFID tags.  

Firstly, the research on printed transmission lines (TLs) and the investigation on 
paper substrates have been presented for preparing the implementation of all printed 
RFIDs on paper substrates [5]. Some crucial achievements are derived, which mainly 
embrace the extraction of distributed and lumped element models of TLs, the 
characterization of electrical parameters of paper substrates including the relative 
permittivity and the loss tangent, and the realization of 50-Ω printed microstrip lines 
(MLs). 

Secondly, the explorations in low cost RFID tag antenna designs are conducted. A 
novel linearly tapered antenna design method is proposed for the fabrication of ultra-
low cost RFID tags [3]. It has been proven by electromagnetic simulations that the use 
of the tapered antenna, in contrast with traditional tag antennas such as dipole and 
meander line tag antennas, can reduce 40% material consumption while comparable 
performance is maintained. Moreover, a bowtie tag antenna with square holes is 
proposed and implemented on decomposable photo substrates by using all printing 
process [1]. The electromagnetic performance including the input impedance, the 
return loss, the read range and the radiation patterns was evaluated by measurements 
and simulations. These results sufficiently prove the excellent performance of the 
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Fig.1.11 Navigation diagram for the dissertation. 
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proposed antenna adopting square holes while reducing material consumption by 30%. 
The process dependence of printed antennas is also investigated to provide a 
necessary design guideline for reliable and optimized tag antennas [53]. 

Thirdly, an 8-bit printable chipless RFID tag is developed based on time domain 
signatures [54]. The tag consists of fully passive components – a TL for guiding 
electromagnetic waves and 8 capacitors as the reflectors for the waves to store binary 
ID codes. The tag design implemented on a conventional electronic substrate with 
lithographic process is configurable and printable. Furthermore, transferring the tag 
design to paper substrates by using all inkjet printing process is successfully 
performed with the use of linearly tapered MLs proposed previously. The all printed 
chipless tag is holding a better chance to be commercialized for low cost identification 
solutions. 

Fourthly, different from the above time-domain based one, a frequency-domain 
signature based chipless RFID tag is proposed [55]. The novel chipless tag made up 
from 10 LC resonators is also configurable and open to the further extension of the 
coding capacity by placing more such resonators. Owing to the operating frequency 
from 10-100 MHz, the presented tag can be used in water contained environment 
without evident degradation in the reading performance. A more compact LC 
resonator based chipless RFID tag is subsequently designed and then implemented on 
low grade packaging paper substrates by using monoplane inkjet printing process [56]. 
The demonstration of the chipless tag advances the progress of producing ultra-low 
cost RFID tags at a fraction of a cent. 

Fifthly, the application of UWB technology on RFIDs including chipless and chip 
based RFID tags is also discussed [57]. It is believed that the combination of the two 
RFID technologies will provide important building blocks for the identification, 
tracking and sensing of item-level consumer goods in IoT picture. 

The dissertation in the last part summarizes the author’s contribution in fully 
printed chipless RFID field and predicts the development trend in future [58]. The 
dissertation is organized as shown on the thesis navigation panel in Fig. 1.11. Chapter 
1 gives the introduction of background knowledge on IoT and RFID technology. In 
addition, the use of inkjet printing process as a cost effective method for the 
production of RFID tags is illustrated.  

Starting from the overview of planar TLs, Chapter 2 describes the design and 
characterization specifications of printed TLs including ML, coplanar strips (CSs) and 
coplanar waveguides (CPWs). Specifically, the extraction of the lumped and 
distributed element models for these printed TLs is conducted in line with the 
measurement results. Moreover, the electrical characterization of paper substrates and 
the realization of 50 Ω all printed ML in the chapter supply a foundation for 
implementing fully printed RFID tags on paper substrates. 

Chapter 3 presents our endeavors in the exploration of RFID tag antennas with 
low cost potential. A novel antenna design method using linear tapering technique is 
suggested and expected to lower the fabrication cost of a dipole or meander line 
antenna by 40%. Additionally, a bowtie antenna with square holes is designed and 
implemented on photopaper substrate by using inkjet printing process for “green” 
UHF RFID applications. The antenna can realize conjugate match for an assembled 
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RFID chip with the removal of extra mating networks by using controlling holes 
distributions, thus reducing the material consumption by 35% while comparable 
antenna performance especially in terms of read range and radiation characteristics is 
guaranteed. 

Chapter 4 demonstrates a time-domain based chipless RFID tag. The tag, merely 
consisting of passive components such as a ML and a series of capacitors, is capable 
of coding 8-bit ID data and simultaneously is configurable in light with the demand of 
practical requirements. The first generation of the tag is implemented on rigid printed 
circuit boards with conventional lithographic process, while the second generation is 
fully inkjet printed on a photo-paper substrate by exploiting a linearly tapered ML for 
compensating the severe parasitic impedance of printed lines. The good consistence 
between measurement and simulation results validates the feasibility of the first all-
printed chipless RFID tag. 

Chapter 5 shows the attempts to the development of a frequency-domain chipless 
RFID tag. The tag is an array of reconfigurable LC resonators with different 
resonance frequencies and can store 10-bit ID codes for identification. The 
implementation of the tag on a flexible polyimide laminator using a simple toner-
transfer process and the following measurement validate the technical feasibility of 
the tag. Furthermore, an improved, compact RFID tag with 4.25-bit coding capacity is 
put forward. Despite of the fewer codes, the tag based on a coplanar LC resonator can 
be directly printed on packaging papers, offering competitive fabrication cost and 
hopefully being deployed in volume applications with coding extension measures.  

Chapter 6 provides the summary of the thesis content and the outlook for the 
development of fully printed chipless RFID technologies. 

1.4 Beyond Scope of the Dissertation 

The investigations presented in the dissertation aim to provide a systematic 
coverage for the development of ultra-low cost RFID tags. However, owing to limited 
time and restricted accessible resources, the author is obliged to disregard some 
relevant aspects and comparatively concentrate on more significant research topics 
that are presented in the thesis. Relevant problems but beyond the coverage of the 
work may include the following several facets: 

 The thesis has not dealt with the study of inkjet printing process itself in much 
more detail. The investigations on printing process may comprise the effect of 
pattern fidelity/edge roughness on the electrical performance of the devices and 
the influence of different sintering parameters on different electrical 
conductivity.  

 The reader designs of the proposed RFID tags have not been included in the 
work. 

 The work has not handled the design solutions of the antennas to be integrated 
with the time-domain based chipless RFID tags proposed in Section 4.2 and 4.3. 

 The investigation on the production of resistors by fully inkjet printing process 
has not been concluded in the work. 

 The environmental effects of the printed components/devices, e.g. life cycle 
assessment, are not studied in this thesis. 
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2. Characterization of Printed Transmission Lines (TLs) and Paper 
Substrates 
 
The investigation on printed transmission lines (TLs) is the basis towards the 

understanding of all-printed RFID tags. This chapter firstly introduces fundamental 
knowledge regarding TLs, followed by the presentation of the characterization 
methods for printed TLs. In particular, the electrical properties of flexible substrates 
including polyimide and paper sheets are extracted by using time domain and 
frequency domain characterizations, respectively. Subsequently, the emphasis has 
been placed on the explanation of process restrictions of printed TLs and the proposal 
of linearly tapered lines as the solution to producing a 50-Ω ML. More contents 
regarding the content in the chapter refer to Paper I [5] and V [6].  

2.1 Background 

TLs are referred to the components designed to transfer electromagnetic (EM) 
waves whose wavelengths are shorter than or comparable to the length of the line. As 
a rule of thumb, an electrical cable with the length longer than 1/10 of the operating 
wavelength is regarded as a TL [59]. 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Planar TLs 

Planar TLs are defined as the transmission structures consisting of two conductors 
on surfaces of a dielectric substrate. A planar configuration implies that the 
characteristics of the element can be determined by the dimensions in a single plane. 
The use of planar technique has led to the development of hybrid or monolithic RF 
integrated circuits (ICs). 

The most common planar TLs are microstrip lines (MLs), coplanar waveguides 
(CPWs) and coplanar strips (CSs), as shown at the block diagrams of these lines in 
Fig. 2.1. MLs are the most popular ones among these TLs. Compared to waveguides, 
the compact components can be readily fabricated by printed circuit board process, 
realizing much less expensive RF circuits. Furthermore, the model of propagation in a 
ML is almost transverse electromagnetic (TEM). This allows an easy analysis and 
yields wide brand circuits [60]. 

In contrast with MLs, CPWs and CSs can be fabricated with a simpler process 
since drilling holes is avoided. Besides, the coplanar structure permits the easy 
mounting of lumped components in series or shunt configurations. Especially for a 

 

 

(a)                                        (b)                                      (c) 

Fig. 2.1 Block diagrams of common types of planar TLs. (a) ML. (b) Coplanar
waveguide. (c) Coplanar strip. 
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CPW, the configuration of two adjacent ground planes allows for strong robustness to 
cross talk effects [61]. 

Telegraph Equations 

The TL model is governed by so-called Telegraph Equations [59, 62]. In the 
model, a TL is divided into infinite series of two-port elementary circuits, each 
representing an infinitely short section of the line, as presented in Fig. 2.2(a). Such 
infinitesimal segment can be represented with elementary passive components such as 
series resistance and inductance, as well as shunt capacitance and conductance. Fig. 
2.2(b) gives the equivalent circuit model of the segment of a TL. It is worth to note 
that these passive components have been normalized to per unit length rather than the 
commonly used notation.  The distributed resistance, R, represents the series 
resistance of the conductors of a TL per unit length, while the distributed inductance, 
L, expresses the inductance caused by the magnetic field around the wire, self-
inductance, etc. The distributed conductance is employed to imitate the losses as the 
result of current leakages through the dielectric constant between the two conductors. 
Additionally, the distributed capacitance exhibits the capacitance factor from the two 
conductors separated by dielectric substrate or dielectrics. 

The application of Kirchhoff's circuit laws on the model leads to the relationship 
between voltage and current: 

                                              (2.1) 

                                             (2.2) 

Substitution of (2.2) into (2.1) and (2.1) into (2.2) gives 

                                                       (2.3) 

                                                       (2.4) 

where , namely the propagation constant of the TL, and 

, defined as the characteristic impedance. For a lossless line where  and 

 are zero, the characteristic impedance of the TL is simply expressed to / . 
Vice versa, the magnitude of the distributed components in the model can be given 

by the propagation constant and characteristic impedance. 
 

                                                          (2.5) 

 

Fig. 2.2 Transmission line model. (a) Infinitesimally small element of a transmission
line. (b) Corresponding circuit model consisting of distributed components. 
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                                                           (2.6) 

/                                                         (2.7) 
                                                          (2.8) 

Terminations 

Different from DC or LF ones, RF signals propagate along a TL depending upon 
terminations at the end of the line. There are three special cases for the termination: 
matched, open-ended and short-circuit. The simplest and most common terminating 
component is matched load. The forward travelling signal is completely absorbed by 
the termination. Thus the load gains the maximum energy from the incident signal. 
Open-ended terminations are generally used in the systems that need multiple 
reflections to ring up a line, since the incident wave will be fully reflected at the load 
end. The voltage at open end is twice the magnitude of the incident one while the 
current is zero. Inversely, short-circuit leads to twice current magnitude but voltage is 
zero due to the opposite phases of the incident and the reflected waves.  

In practice, it is difficult to match a TL without any reflection. Under the 
circumstance, the term of the reflection coefficient is coined to conveniently evaluate 
terminal matching status. The reflection coefficient is associated with termination 
impedance by the following equation: 

                                                          (2.9) 

where  is the termination impedance and  is the characteristic impedance of the 
TL. 

2.1.2 Design of TLs 

There are various technical solutions to guide through the design of a TL. The 
typical design methods are based on either closed form expressions or EM simulation 
tools developed on the basis of numerical simulations. 

Closed-Formed Expressions for MLs 

Microstrip line (ML) is among the most frequently investigated components in RF 
electronics. However, ML is also theoretically one of the most complex configurations 
due to its inhomogeneity. As seen in Fig. 2.1(a), a ML consists of a signal strip 
separated from a ground plane by a dielectric substrate. The EM energy carried by a 
ML exists not only in the dielectric but also in the air where the signal strip is exposed. 
Therefore, the signal sent on the microstrip actually travels in an inhomogeneous 
medium, a mixture formation of air and a dielectric substrate (commonly different 
from air medium in the term of the relative permittivity). Such inhomogeneity causes 
a series of consequences, including [61]: 

 generation of the effective dielectric constant concept. The concept is 
proposed to facilitate the design of a ML by assuming a homogeneous medium 
with an equivalent relative permittivity; 

 quasi-TEM mode. Both electric and magnetic fields have longitudinal 
components, despite the small value; 

 the variation of the characteristic impedance dependent upon frequency. The 
dependence is slight, but it has to be cautiously treated when a high accuracy 
impedance ML is demanded. 
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Even so, numerous investigations were done for presentation of the closed-form 
expressions since 1990s. One of the most famous and cited analysis expressions was 
developed by Wheeler in 1965 [63], and improved by himself in 1977 [64]. According 
to the formula, the characteristic impedance of a ML can be evaluated by 

ln	 1 / / /
(2.10) 

where  is the impedance of air,  is the relative permittivity of substrate,  is the 
thickness of substrate, and  is the effective width of the strip. The expression of 

 is given in (2.11). 

1 1/ ln

ℎ .

                                 (2.11) 

where  is the thickness of the signal strip. It is claimed that the error of the 
characteristic impedance is always less than 2%, and the claim has been verified by 
Owens and Potok later [65]. 

Closed-Form Expression for Coplanar Lines 

A conventional CPW on a dielectric constant consists of a center strip with two 
plane ground on either side, as shown in Fig. 2.1(b). Like MLs, a CPW does not 
support pure TEM mode, but it runs quasi-TEM mode of propagation. The design 
equations for the characteristic impedance and the effective dielectric constant are 
obtained with the employment of conformal mapping technique [60, 61]: 

,
                                                                 (2.12) 

,
.
	

                                                        (2.13) 

1 	                                                         (2.14) 

, ,	 1 , √1                                     (2.15) 

	

	
, 1                                                 (2.16) 

.
1 ln	 ,	

.
1 ln	                       (2.17) 

In the above equations,  is the width of the CPW central strip,  is the gap between 
two ground planes, the function  is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.  

The other coplanar structure with a simpler configuration is CSs. It only consists 
of two parallel strips on a dielectric constant, one acting as signal line and the other as 
current returning line, as given in Fig. 2.1(c). It is similar to paired wire TL, except its 
configuration made of planar structures rather than coaxial conductors. CSs are the 
complementary component to coplanar waveguides, and therefore, the closed form 
expressions have a similar format: 

 

                                                            (2.18) 
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1                                                      (2.19) 

,	 √1 , 1 , 
	

	
                                       (2.20) 

EM Simulators for Planar TL Design 

There are plenty of commercially available EM simulators for guiding the design 
of planar TLs. The EM field solvers usually discretize a solution space into 
infinitesimal elements where Maxwell’s equations are applied according to different 
geometries and boundary conditions to calculate EM distributions. Representative 
solvers involve Momentum simulator (based on Moment method) from Agilent, HFSS 
(based on FDTD method) from ANSYS and CST Microwave Studio (based on FEM 
method). Given geometries and electrical properties such as the value of a line cross 
section, the relative permittivity of a substrate, these simulation tools are able to yield 
an accurate evaluation. The latter two methods allow 3-dimentional (3D) full wave 
solution to an EM solution space, that is, they can provide complete set of solutions 
and the most accurate results at the cost of more complex division in EM analyzing 
and resultantly most time-consuming efforts. Comparatively, Agilent Momentum uses 
2.5D quasi-TEM approximations, which ignore the effect of thickness of a conductor 
and minor current distributions, leading to much quicker solving process but with less 
precision. The other solver frequently used in preliminary design period is Agilent 
LineCalc, a 2D simulator. The solver can provide a quick and rough evaluation for the 
properties of a TL including characteristic impedance, effective dielectric constant, as 
well as dielectric and metallic losses etc. 

2.2 RF Characterization Methods 

Characterizations are essential to obtain the RF parameters of a component and 
verify the feasibility of a RF design. Typically, RF measurement methods can be 
classified into two families: time domain examination and frequency domain testing. 
Time domain measurement can offer intuitive and quick evaluation results for timing 
circuits and digital blocks, while the deficiency is the relatively inaccurate 
measurement results compared with frequency domain counterparts, especially for the 
evaluation of frequency-dependent parameters. The data obtained from two methods 
can be mutually transferred using Fourier transformation but normally with worse 
accuracy. Generally, the two characterization methods can be complementarily 
exploited for mutual verification. In the thesis, the measurement instruments used to 
execute time domain and frequency domain characterizations are time domain 
reflectometry (TDR) and vector network analyzer (VNA), respectively. 

2.2.1 Time Domain Measurements 

A TDR module can not only examine transmissions but also reflections in time 
domain. In measurements, the signal triggered by a TDR launches a voltage step or 
impulse and comes to a circuit or a TL. Then TDR measures the reflected/transmitted 
signal. Impedance and impedance discontinuity of a TL can be measured from a time 
domain reflection test, while propagation delay or transmission coefficient can be 
detected through reflection measurements.  
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Fig. 2.3 Block diagrams of time domain measurement with TDR. (a) Setups for the
measurement of time domain reflection. (b) Setups for the measurement of time
domain transmission. 

The block diagrams of the reflection and transmission measurement setups are 
given in Fig. 2.3(a) and (b), respectively. In measurements, an extension cable is 
connected between one port of TDR and a TL under test. The use of an extension line 
will introduce an extra time delay, facilitating the recognition of the starting point of 
the line under test. In reflection measurements, the TL is left open, and the 
characteristic impedance of the line can be determined by the signal reflected from 
extension-cable TL under test connection point. However, in transmission test, it is 
necessary to connect the other end of the TL with another port of the TDR. The 
transmission coefficient is determined based on the ratio of the transmission energy to 
the incident energy at first port. Using identical two extension cables will reduce 
calculation complexity of the propagation delay of the TL. The propagation delay can 
be readily obtained by subtracting reflection time from transmission time. Moreover, 
time domain measurements can measure the characteristic impedance, the propagation 
delay, and even the relative permittivity of a substrate with assistance of analytical 
formulas. 

2.2.2 Frequency Domain Characterization 

Different from time domain measurements, frequency domain characterizations 
allow for the acquirement of highly precise frequency-dependent electrical parameters 
for a TL by using a VNA.  

VNA is an instrument that measures the magnitudes and phases of reflection and 
transmission signals for an electrical network. It has an internal signal generator, a test 
set, and two or more receivers. To characterize a device, sine waves are generated and 
applied onto it, followed by the measurements of both the magnitudes and the phases 
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of signals coming in and going out at every port. The use of a VNA is almost always 
accompanied by a probe station, which can fix probes and devices under test, reducing 
possible errors due to movement of fixtures during measurement. In the thesis work, 
on-wafer measurement systems, consisting of Cascade’s manual probe station and 
Agilent 8753ES VNA, were employed. The microwave probes were Cascade Air 
Coplanar (ACP) microprobes with different pitches varied from 150 µm to 1250 µm. 
There were two types of ACP probes used: GSG and GS. GSG with three extended 
tips were connected with Ground, Signal, and Ground strips respectively to measure a 
CPW device. GS was used to measure CSs since the two tips were matched with the 
Ground and Signal strips. 

Special consideration has to be taken for the calibration of a VNA prior to using it 
for measurements. The calibration process can remove systematic errors and achieve 
highly accurate results. A wide range of calibration algorithms have been developed 
for different application cases. The representative algorithms include short-open-load-
thru (SLOT) [66, 67], through-reflect-line (TRL) [68, 69], line-reflect-match (LRM) 
[70]and line-reflect-reflect-match (LRRM) [71], etc. In the work, only SLOT and TRL  
calibration techniques were used. The main advantage of SLOT method is the 
commercial availability of the calibration standard kits, which have been tailored for  
the calibration of 3.5 mm coaxial cables and coplanar wafer based devices. However, 
TRL calibration is generally more accurate than an SLOT calibration [72]. In addition, 
TRL is also chosen when one does not have calibration standards in the same type as 
the device under test (DUT) [73, 74]. Fig. 2.4 gives the schematic diagrams of SLOT 
and TRL calibration standards. 

SLOT is the mostly commonly used calibration method [72]. In the calibration 
kits, all standards must be perfectly known, including the parasitic inductance in the 
Short standard and load, and the parasitic capacitance in the Open component. The 
calibration accuracy is also affected by the placement of probes. For TRL calibration, 
the only required specification is the characteristic impedance of the standard TLs 
[75]. The impedance, typically designed to be approximate 50 Ω, can be the reference 
impedance for the calibrated scattering parameters. It is worth noting that the 
calibration kits should be fabricated in the same process where the DUT is done.  

 

Fig. 2.4 Calibration standards for different algorithms. (a) SOLT calibration kits. (b)
TRL calibration kits. 
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It is unnecessary to fabricate SLOT calibration kits separately since they are 
usually commercially available, but for TRL calibration, the calibration kits have to be 
custom made under some requirements on the kit configurations. Firstly, all the 
standard lines should have an identical configuration in cross sectional view, 
guaranteeing the same characteristic impedances. Secondly, the magnitude of the 
reflection coefficient of the Reflect standard need not to be known, but the phase 
should be allocated within ±¼ wavelength relative to a center frequency running on 
the DUT. For the Thru standard, the length can be set as zero, that is, it can be defined 
as the reference plane to measure data. A zero length Thru line can reduce the 
complexity of calibration kit designs. Moreover, the length of the Line unit should 
never be the same length as that of the Thru. The optimal electrical Line length is 90o 
relative to the Thru line at the center frequency. Actually, it is difficult to design a 
Line that has a perfect ¼ wavelength (equivalent to 90o phase shift) longer than that of 
the Thru. In practice, the phase difference from 20o to 160o between a Line and a Thru 
is acceptable. This means that several Line standards have to be used simultaneously 
to cover a large frequency band. 

2.3 Extractions of Circuit Models 

In accordance with frequency domain measurements, the electrical properties and 
the equivalent circuit models of a TL can be extracted. In addition, the electrical 
features, such as the relative permittivity and the loss tangent, of the substrate carrying 
the TL can also be derived. The obtained electrical characteristics and models will 
supply a basis for the development of printed RFID tags based on a TL. 

2.3.1 Lumped Element Model 

As a rule of thumb, an interconnect should be treated as a TL if the length is 
longer than one tenth of the wavelength for the EM signal travelling on the line. 
Otherwise, the line can still be approximated with a lumped element model. The 
lumped element model allows the employment of lumped components including 
resistance, capacitance and inductance to represent the behavior of a spatially 
distributed system under some assumptions, and thus simplify the analysis of a 
distributed component. 

Considering the symmetry structure, we used the topology of either “T” or “π” 
shapes in Fig. 2.5 [59] to represent a TL. Despite of the different configurations, the 

Fig. 2.5 Most commonly used topologies for two-port TLs. (a) T structure. (b) Π
structure.   
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two formats of topologies can be mutually transformed [59, 62]. In the work, the “T” 
structure is adopted since polyimide substrate used for printing TLs possesses the low 
dielectric loss in the frequency band of interest.  

The next step is to determine the values of components in the topology. It is 
difficult to determine all the parameters in the model by directly exploiting the 
scattering parameters (S-parameters) measured from a VNA, but a transformation 
from the S-parameter to ABCD matrix makes it possible. Each component in the 
ABCD matrix can be determined from the following relations [59]:  

1 ∆ / 2                                   (2.21) 
1 ∆ / 2                                (2.22) 

Fig. 2.6 Printed CSs on polyimide. (a) Sample photo [5] (reproduced with permission
of IEEE). (b) The corresponding lumped element model [5] (reproduced with
permission of IEEE).  
 

 

(a) (b) 

 

Fig. 2.7 Comparison between the measurement results and the counterpart derived
from simulations based on the lumped model [20] (reproduced with permission of
IEEE). 
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1 ∆ / 2                                 (2.23) 
1 ∆ / 2                                  (2.24) 

where ∆ , and  is the reference impedance of VNA. According 
to the S-parameters of a TL, all the components of the ABCD matrix can be calculated. 
In addition, the ABCD matrix of a T model is expressed by the following matrix 
equation: 

1 1
1                                   (2.25) 

The symmetrical feature of a TL leads to the reasonable assumption, . 
Substitution of the assumption into (2.25) determines the each element value in the “T” 
model.  

Fig. 2.6 (a) and (b) show the photos of the all inkjet printed CSs on polyimide and 
the corresponding lumped element model extracted in line with the abovementioned 
“T” topology. To validate the feasibility, the model was input into ADS and simulated, 
whose results were compared with the measurement ones, as show in Fig. 2.7. It is 
found that the two results for the return loss, S11, and the insertion loss, S21, are in 
excellent agreement except the small vibration at around 110 MHz caused by 
impedance mismatch between testing probe tips and the DUT. The results prove the 
validation of the lumped element model. The established model is rather meaningful 
for the design and implementation of printed CSs by using electronic design 
automation (EDA) tool. Additionally, it is worth to note that the method of the RF 
characterization and extraction of the lumped model is applicable not only to the CSs 
but also for other printed planar TLs including CPWs and MLs. 

2.3.2 Distributed Element Model 

The distributed model is more accurate than the lumped element model for a TL 
when the physical length approaches the wavelength travelling on the TL. Moreover, 
the use of the distributed model of a TL can solve the electromagnetic characteristics 

 

Fig. 2.8. CPW structure with geometirs. 
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of a substrate such as the relative permittivity and the loss tangent as the function of 
frequency.  

In this part of work, the feasibility of a type of paper material as the substrate for 
RF devices will be examined and the corresponding electrical properties will be 
extracted by using the distributed element mode of a paper-based screen-printed CPW 
structure. Screen printing technique is executed instead of inkjet printing process 
owing to the fact that the rather thin thickness (~0.5 µm) of an inkjet printed TL may 
cause considerable deviations in evaluating electromagnetic parameters [76]. 

The schematic diagram and the detailed configurations of the used CPWs are 
shown in Fig. 2.8 and Table 2.1, respectively. Prior to the use of a vector network 
analyzer (VNA), calibration is a mandatory procedure for achieving measurement 
results with high accuracy. In this work, TRL calibration algorithm was adopted 
because of its flexibility in measuring non-coaxial components. To cover a wide range 
of frequency bands, several “Line” standards with different lengths had to be 
employed, given phase-shift restrictions. According to the rule of thumb [72], two 
“Line” standards were necessitated to cover the frequency band from 320 MHz up to 
4 GHz. They were Line 1 (320 MHz to 1.6 GHz) and Line 2 (1.6 GHz to 4 GHz), 
respectively. The length of the each line can be determined by 

12i
Li

v
l

f
                                                               (2.26) 

eff
r

c
v


                                                               (2.27) 

Table 2.2 Lengths of TRL calibration kits. 
 

 Length 
(mm) 

Frequency 
(GHz) 

OPEN 15  
THRU 30  
LINE1 94.7 0.32-1.6 
LINE2 42.9 1.6-4 
MEAS 60  

 

 

Fig. 2.9 (a) Photographs of manufactured CPW samples on HP advanced Photo-
paper with 280 um thickness. (b) 3-D morphological photo of screen-printed CPW
lines. 
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where il  is the length of the line i, v is the propagation speed on the CPWs, Lif  is the 

lowest frequency in band i, c  is the light speed in vacuum, and eff
r  is the relative 

effective  permittivity. It is obtained that 1 64.7l   mm and 2 12.9l   mm. 

Considering the reference length of 15 mm, the final lengths of Line 1 and Line 2 are 
94.7 mm and 42.9 mm respectively. Other relevant lengths are also determined and 
showed in Table 2.2. The photos of resultant CPW samples are shown in Fig. 2.9(a). 
The thickness of the CPW was measured by using an optical profilometer, as shown 
in Fig. 2.9(b).  

In the measurement, the TRL calibration was conducted prior to the formal 
acquaintance of propagation parameters. To authenticate the effect of TRL calibration, 
the return loss, S11, and the insertion loss, S21, of CPWs were measured and displayed 
in Fig. 2.10. It is observed that the return loss is maintained smaller than -20 dB 
across the whole frequency range, and the insertion loss is nearly 0 dB. This proves 
that the TRL calibration has been excellently performed.  

Relative Permittivity 

The relative permittivity of the used paper substrate was calculated in light of the 
measured scattering parameters. Firtstly, the propagation constants of the CPWs were 
calculated from the measured S21: 

l

S21                                                                        (2.28) 

l
21




                                                                       (2.29) 

where   is the attenuation constant,   the phase constant, l  the line length, and 21  

the insertion phase. Secondly,   was solved according to the relationship to the 

effective relative permittivity of the paper sheet, eff  by 

effc
                                                                       (2.30) 

 
Fig. 2.10 Return losses (S11) and insertion losses (S21) of a screen printed CPW line 
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with   being the radian frequency, and c  the light velocity in the vacuum. By 
manipulating (2.29) and (2.30), the value of the effective permittivity was calculated. 
According to analytical equations of CPW devices [60], eff  is in turn related to the 

relative permittivity, r  by 
2
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2
11 1' kk                                                             (2.34) 

2
22 1' kk                                                           (2.35) 

where sWa , sWgb 2 , sg WgWc  22 , t is the thickness of the CPWs. From the 

above calculations, the relative permittivity against frequency was resolved. The 
relative permittivity of the paper substrate against frequencies is shown in Fig. 2.11.

Loss Tangent 

To solve loss tangent, it is necessary to convert s-parameters to ABCD matrix. 
Such conversion was completed with the use of (2.21)-(2.24). At the same time, the 
ABCD matrix of a TL is associated with the characteristic impedance, Z , the 
propagation constant,  , and the length, l, i.e.,  

 

Fig. 2.11 Measurement results on the relative permittivity and the loss tangent of a
paper as the function of frequencies. 
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Along with the equations (2.36) - (2.40), we solved the values of   and Z , and further 
obtained the behavior of RLCG distributed model with the help of the following 
equations: 

)Re(ZR                                                             (2.37) 

 /)Im( ZL                                                        (2.38) 

)/Re( ZG                                                           (2.39) 
 

 /)/Im( ZC                                                       (2.40) 
The variation of the distributed elements is shown in Fig. 2.12. Based on the results, 
the loss tangent of the paper substrate was given by  

C

G


 tan                                                             (2.41) 

where   is the angular frequency. The obtained loss tangent is also shown in Fig. 
2.12. According to the figure, it is indicated that the paper substrate is likely to be 
widely used in paper-based RF components and circuits given the excellent stability 
of the electromagnetic parameters against frequencies. Moreover, the acquisition of 
the relative permittivity and the loss tangent, being 2.8 and 0.04 respectively from 320 
MHz to 4 GHz, supply a necessary technical base for the design of fully printed RFID 
tags on such paper substrates.  

The validation and accuracy of the extracted parameters can be further confirmed, 
as shown in Fig. 2.15. A uniform and a tapered microstrip lines were designed based 
on the extracted parameters. The good agreement of measurement and simulation 
results proves the accuracy of the extracted data (loss tangent and permittivity) of 

 

Fig. 2.12 Distributed RLCG element model for the printed CPWs. 
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paper substrates, and thus ascertains the validity of the extracted parameters of CPW 
TLs. 

2.4 Linearly Tapered ML 

2.4.1 Printing Limitations on Photopaper Substrate 

With known electrical properties of paper substrates, it is supposed to be a 
painless procedure to implement a standard RF component on paper substrates by 
using inkjet printing process, such as a 50-Ω ML, but the opposite is truth. 

This is due to the two substantial differences between PCB-based lines and inkjet 
printed metallic lines. First, copper lines are, as is well known in electronics, in the 
thickness of 28 or 35 μm, while the inkjet printed line is approximately 0.5 μm thick 
[77, 78], fifteen times less. Second, copper lines on PCB boards possess the 
conductivity of 75 10  S/m, which is significantly larger than the one of the printed 
lines on paper substrate, 63 10  S/m (the maximum one on HP photopaper). Although 
the detailed conductivity may vary paper by paper, the conductivity value is around 
on the level. Consequently, there exists the significant disagreement in parasitic 
resistances. For example, a copper uniform microstrip line (UML) with the length of 
260 mm, as shown in Fig. 2.13(a), the parasitic resistance contributes less than 1 
percent of 50 Ω total impedance, which can be safely ignored, while for a printed 
metal line with the same 50 Ω initial impedance it accounts for 42% of 86 Ω total 
impedance (50 Ω characteristic impedance + 36 Ω parasitic resistance) for the same 
length line, as shown in Fig. 2.13(b), where 'sR  is the parasitic resistance of the ML;  

'cZ  is the characteristic impedance; 'tZ  the total impedance. It is also observed that 

the characteristic impedance stayed at 50 Ω, meanwhile, the parasitic resistance 
proportionally increased with line length, leading to the increasing of the total 
impedance.  

It is possible for the issue to be alleviated to a certain extent using multilayer 
printing process. Unfortunately, the effect of the technique is limited considering the 
feasibility on time and economy for 50-layer printing to achieve a similar thickness as 

                

                           (a)                                                           (b)                   

Fig. 2.13 (a) Layout of a uniform microstrip line (UML) [49] (reproduced with 
permission of 2010, IEEE). (b) Calculated impedance of the inkjet printed UML 
[49] (reproduced with permission of IEEE). 
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a copper line. Moreover, the conductivity gap is another hinder to adopt such 
technique.  

2.4.2 Linearly Tapering Technique 

A tapering microstrip line (TML) was innovatively employed to overcome the 
restriction. A TML was defined as the ML with the line width simply varying along 
the length. The total impedance of a TML was given by 

   ( ) ( ) ( , ) 50c s tZ w R w Z w x                                                  (2.42) 

where cZ  was the characteristic impedance,  sR  the parasitic resistance, and tZ  the 
total impedance respectively, w  the line width at length x. The characteristic 
impedance of a ML was [79]:  
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and 
1 1
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wF h
   

  , 1/2( ) (1 12 / )wF h wh
  ,   was the impedance of 

free space, re the effective relative permittivity, e  the relative permittivity, w the 

width of signal track, and h was the thickness of substrate.  

We assumed the line width was a linear function of the length x, that was, 
             w ax b                                                                      (2.44) 

where a is the slope of the tapering line, and b is one half of the initial width. The 
structure of the linearly-tapered ML is shown in Fig. 2.14(a). Through integration 
calculations, the parasitic resistance of the TML at the place of x was given by 
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                                                    (2.45) 

where sqR  is the sheet resistance of the printed metal line. The values of a and b were 

calculated in accordance with boundary conditions. A linearly TML with initial width 
of 719 μm and end width of 1678 μm was obtained. Fig 2.14(b) shows the calculation 
results when TML technique was adopted. It is found that by enlarging the width, the 

 

(a)                                                      (b) 
Fig. 2.14 (a) Layout of a tapering microstrip line (TML) [6] (reproduced with 
permission of 2010, IEEE), (b) Calculated impedance of the inkjet printed TML [6] 
(reproduced with permission of IEEE). 
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characteristic impedance of the TML is decreased and although the parasitic 
impedance still rises, the resultant impedance closes to 50 Ω. Following the 
calculations, practical MLs were produced and measured to verify the technique by 
using time domain reflectometry (TDR). Fig. 2.15(a) exhibits the simulation and the 
measurement results for the printed UML, while Fig. 2.15(b) shows the corresponding 
results of the printed TML. For the UML, the measured voltage rises from 0.2 V at 
around 6.5 ns, which indicates that the ML impedance has deviated from 50 Ω, while 
for the TML, the voltage is kept at 0.2 V as seen in Fig. 2.15(b), which indicates the 
TML impedance is 50 Ω. According to the both simulation and measurement results, 
it is indicated that the tapering technique method is valid for the production of a 
standard 50-Ω inkjet printed paper-based MLs.  
 

2.5 Summary 

For the implementation of fully printed RFID tags on paper substrates, it is critical 
to make some technical investigations in advance, such as the design and RF 
characterization of transmission lines as well as the establishment of the equivalent 
element models. Furthermore, the feasibility of paper sheets as substrates for printed 
RF components is to be inspected and the electromagnetic properties of paper 
substrates require to be solved. An inkjet printed 50-Ω ML is also a prerequisite for 
constructing all inkjet printed RFID tags. 

The chapter aims to deal with these topics. Firstly, fully inkjet printed planar TLs 
such as MLs, CPWs and CSs, are produced and characterized in RF band by using 
time domain and frequency domain measurements. In light of the results, the methods 
to extracting the lumped and distributed element models for the printed TLs are 
demonstrated. The constructed models, especially the lumped element models, are 
instructive for the designs of antenna feeding lines and time domain based chipless 
RFID tags typically consisting of a TL. Moreover, the paper quality as a proper 
substrate for printed RF circuits is validated and the corresponding electromagnetic 
factors including the relative permittivity and the loss tangent have been solved, 

         

  (a)                                                       (b)                   

Fig. 2.15 TDR measurement results and simulation results for the inkjet printed (a) 
UML [49] (reproduced with permission of IEEE) and (b) TML [49] (reproduced 
with permission of IEEE). 
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providing an obligatory parameter for the design and realization of RFID tags based 
on such papers. Finally, linear tapering technique is presented as the method to deal 
with severe parasitic impedance caused by inkjet printing process, thus successfully 
realizing a 50-Ω printed ML on paper substrates. 
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3. Low-Cost RFID Tag Antenna Designs 

RFID tags have to be inexpensive to realize item-level tracking and identification 
functionalities for IoT, which therefore imposes cost restrictions on the 
implementation of tag antennas [4, 21, 80]. To produce low cost tag antennas, there 
have been a wide variety of technical methods under consideration, but the general 
ideas are similar – by either innovation in design methods or improvement on process 
and material. As for design, minimizing antenna area makes possible the cost 
reduction. Conventional approaches to shrink the antenna size include the use of 
meander line antennas or invert-F antennas folding the radiating body in multiple 
times, thus decreasing the cost [81]. These measures, nevertheless, either 
compromised the read ranges or added complexity of manufacturing processes by the 
use of vias [82-84]. The other more aggressive solution is employing state-of-art 
manufacturing processes such as high throughput inkjet printing technique [85-88] 
along with the low cost functional inks rather than traditional lithographic technique 
widely adopted in the fabrication of printed circuit board (PCB). Metallic inks such as 
silver [89, 90] and copper inks [91], adding to inexpensive substrates like polymers 
[90, 92, 93] and paper materials [85, 86, 94, 95], render a potential cost advantage 
over conventional PCB technology, especially in high volume assumptions. 

The chapter will briefly overview the fundamental knowledge regarding tag 
antennas and later place the emphasis on the introduction of linearly tapered antennas 
and novel bowtie tag antennas produced by using inkjet printing process. Moreover, 
the dependence of tag antennas on inkjet printing process will be analyzed by using 
3D EM simulation tool HFSS. More details about this chapter can be found by 
refering to Paper II [3], III [1] and IV [53]. 

3.1 Tag Antenna Basics 

The most important parameter for an RFID tag is the read range [96]. Read range 
is defined as the maximum communication distance between a tag and its reader. It 
seems simple to understand according to the above description, but in practical 
applications, the calculation of read range is subjected to the tag orientation, the object 
it attaches, and the working environment. In ideal situation, the read range can be 
analytically expressed by Friis free-space formula [97, 98]: 

                                                          (3.1) 

where  is the operation wavelength,  is the transmitted power by the reader,  is 
the gain of the reader antenna, and  is the gain of the receiving antenna for the tag, 

 is the threshold power necessary to operate a tag, and  is the power transmission 
coefficient. Moreover,  is dependent upon the matching situation between the 
antenna and the corresponding chip, and is defined by [96] 

| |
                                                             (3.2) 

where  is the chip impedance and  is antenna impedance. 
To transfer the maximum energy, it is typical to set ∗, where ∗ indicates the 
complex conjugate. 

For a tag antenna design, it can be seen from (3.1) that the antenna gain is a 
critical parameter to determine the read range of a tag. The antenna gain is an 
indicator describing how well the antenna converts input power into radio waves in a 
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specific radiation direction or how well the antenna transferring radio waves into 
electric power. For convenience, antenna gain is typically defined as the ratio of the 
power produced by the antenna from a far-field source on the antenna’s beam axis to 
the power produced by a hypothetical idea isotropic antenna. That is the reason why 
the typical antenna gain is in the unit of dBi.  

The value of antenna gain is linked to two components, the directivity 	and the 
efficiency , by 

∙                                                                      (3.3) 
It is found from the equation that higher antenna radiation efficiency will lead to 
larger antenna gain.  

The other parameter being considered in the design is the return loss, which 
denotes the capacity of absorbing power from a chip at input end. The smaller return 
loss indicates the more energy transferred to a chip. The return loss is usually defined 
as a ratio in dB, namely decibels,  

10                                                         (3.4) 

where  is the return loss in dB measuring that how well the antenna is matched to 
IC chips [99],  is incident power and  is the reflected power..   

Typical choices for tag antennas include dipole, meander line antennas and their 
alternatives such as bowtie antennas. The reason for using a dipole antenna in a tag is 
due to the simple structure, only consisting of two conductor lines, typically with 
quarter wavelength and a small gap between them left for the input. Such dipole 
antenna with large ratio of length to width can be widely used in the tagging of the 
objects with long sides, while they are inappropriate to be deployed on an item 
constrained within a-few-centimeter square. Meander line antennas, however, can 
adapt such restrictions and readily be applied for the purpose. The only drawback of a 
meander line antenna is the narrower bandwidth and lower antenna gain, compared to 
half-wave dipole antennas [100]. Besides the two antennas, another planar radiation 
structure, a quadrate bowtie antenna characterized by low profile, wide impedance 
bandwidth and ease for fabrication, has also been used in RFID tags [101].

3.2 Linearly Tapering Technique for Line Antenna Designs 

Conventional dipole antennas possess uniform line widths as shown in Fig. 3.1(a). 
Such dipole antennas offer obvious design and manufacturing advantages over other 
shapes, in addition to the acceptable cost, thus being immensely applied for RF 
communications. Nevertheless, the case is different for constructing low cost RFID 
tags with the conventional dipole antennas. With the rapid development of 
semiconductor manufacturing process, the fee for a single IC chip involved in an 
RFID tag has largely decreased and are comparable to that of the antenna part. To 
make sub-cent RFID tag achievable, emphasis has to be placed not only on driving 
down chip cost, but also in innovating antenna designs for a lower cost. Even for 
chipless RFID tags that can save the cost for chips, the antenna cost reduction is also 
an important topic, since some of them still necessitate the use of a specific RF 
antenna for transferring signals. In the context, it is demanded to reduce the cost of 
mostly used dipole antennas by optimizing design methods of RFID tags. 

Actually, it is possible to considerably reduce dipole antenna cost by 
revolutionizing antenna designs. The answer exists in the knowledge of current 
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distribution of a dipole antenna. As is known, for a conventional dipole antenna, a 
standing wave on the two elements yields the greatest voltage differential between 
two far ends and the largest current at the center of the antenna. The current 
distribution of such half-wave dipole antenna is a cosine plot that can be 
approximated by [97] 

cos	                                                                    (3.5) 

where  is the current at a feed point,  the distance from the feed point, and  the 
length of the entire antenna, as displayed in Fig. 3.2. The current distribution 
following cosine pattern obviously differs from the distribution of the antenna line 
width that is uniform all the time. The difference leads to the observation that there is 
much less current running at far ends of the antenna than the near ends. This suggests 
the waste of large amount of metallic materials in antenna two extremities. One 
potential pathway to solve the conflict is to reconfigure the antenna line width by 
distributing the line width according to the current distribution plot. 

We propose the use of linear tapering technique to efficiently use metallic 
materials and remove unnecessary cost from a dipole antenna. Such improved dipole 

 
Fig. 3.1. Schematic diagrams of two types of half-wave dipole antennas. (a) 
Conventional dipole. (b) Linearly tapered dipole. 

(a) 

(b) 

 

 
Fig. 3.2. Linearly tapering technique [3] (reproduced with permission of IEEE). 
The black circles denote current distribution along the length of an antenna, which 
has been normalized to the maximum current at feed point; the red solid line 
represents the triangular tapering technique with the line width normalized to the 
initial line width at feed point; the blue dashed line represents a uniform wire with 
a fixed line width. 
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antennas is called linearly tapered dipole antennas, as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). The line 
width of the tapered antenna is distributed in a proportionally deceasing way, that is, it 
has the maximum value at feeding point of the antenna and the minimum at two far 
ends. It is observed from Fig. 3.2 that the new line width more fits for the cosine 
current distribution than conventional one. Furthermore, it predicts that the linearly 
tapered antenna can save the area by 50% in theory.  

The feasibility verification of the new design method was conducted in a well-
known electromagnetic simulator, Ansoft designer. Firstly, two 869 MHz dipole 
antennas, a conventional dipole and a linearly tapered dipole, assumed to be realized 
on a printed circuit board (PCB) were designed for the verification. The used substrate 
was Rogers RT ( :2, 	tan	 : 0.0009@1GHz) with the height of 0.254 mm. A 17 
um-thick copper clad is laminated on the one side of the substrate to construct antenna 
arms. The resultant geometries of the conventional dipole antenna is exhibited in Fig. 
3.3(a), and the corresponding current distribution is displayed in Fig. 3.3(b). As a 
comparison, the geometries and the current distribution of the linearly tapered 
counterpart are shown in Fig. 3.4(a) and (b), respectively. The slightly longer length 
of the tapered antenna is to retain the operating frequency at 869 MHz while the 
structural configuration is changed. Moreover, it is found that the tapered antenna has 
a narrower range of current density distribution than that of conventional antennas. 
This means more efficient use of copper conductors for the linearly tapered antenna.   

A comparison in the performance criteria between the two techniques is 
summarized in Table 3.1, where , , , and S stand for current intensity, antenna 
radiation efficiency, antenna gain and antenna area. It is found that the tapered 

              

(a)
J s(A /m ) 
1 .6 5

0 .1 9

(b)  
Fig. 3.3. Conventional 869 MHz PCB dipole antenna [21] (reproduced with 
permission of IEEE). (a) Geometries (mm). (b) Current distribution. 

 

(a)

(b)

Js(A/m) 
2.19

1.58

Fig. 3.4. Linearly tapered dipole antenna [21] (reproduced with permission of 
IEEE). (a) Geometries (mm). (b) Current distribution. 
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antenna offers an almost identical radiation parameters but it only accounts for 59% 
material consumption compared to the conventional equivalent. These results suggest 
that over 40% of material cost can be saved while a comparable antenna performance 
is guaranteed for PCB copper dipole antenna with the application of linear tapering 
technique.  

A similar comparison was conducted between a tapered antenna and the 
conventional counterpart hypothetically produced by printing process based on a set 
of assumptions. It was assumed that the antenna substrate was a polyimide sheet with 
the thickness of 51 µm and the relative permittivity of 3.6. In addition, the printed 
lines used in the simulation possessed the thickness of 0.5 µm and the conductivity of 
2.1×106 S/m (the highest conductivity of inkjet printed lines reported). The 
comparison results are summarized in Table 3.2. It is also found that the linearly 
tapered antenna can save around 42% of material compared to the conventional one 
while a comparable performance is maintained.  

Table 3.1. Copper Dipole Antennas on Rogers RT. 
 

 (A/m)  (dB)  (mm2) 
Conventional 0.19-1.65 76.20% 2.16 800 

Tapered 1.58-2.19 76.26% 2.20 468 
 

Table 3.2. Inkjet printed dipole antennas on polyimide. 
 

 (A/m) (dB) (mm2) 
Conventional 0.20-1.62 74.34% 2.07 805.40 

Tapered 1.52-2.10 73.87% 2.06 474.45 

Table 3.3 Inkjet printed MLA antennas on polyimide 
 

 (A/m)  (dB)  (mm2) 
Conventional 0.19-2.51 69.67% 1.64 1175.00 

Tapered 0.22-4.20 67.07% 1.52 616.93

Fig. 3.5. Ink-jet printed meander line antenna operating at 869 MHz for RFID tags 
[3] (reproduced with permission of IEEE). (a) Conventional meander line antenna. 
(b) Tapered meander line antenna. 
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Further investigations were performed to inspect the validity of the method being 
applied on printed meander line antennas (MLA). The geometries of the conventional 
MLA and the tapered one are exhibited in Fig. 3.5. The simulation results on the 
antenna performances are summarized in Table 3.3. It is found that the radiation 
efficiency and the peak gain of the tapered antenna were 3.73% and 2.74% smaller 
than the conventional alternative, respectively, but the consumed material was 
reduced by 47.5%.  

In summary, the simulation results have confirmed the technical validity of the 
application of linear tapering technique on dipole tag antennas, regardless of 
conventional process or inkjet printing process. The proposed tapering technique 
presents a potential solution to the fabrication of ultra-low cost tag antennas.   
 

3.3 Inkjet Printed Paper-Based Bowtie Tag Antennas 

     The section is intended to propose a novel type of all printed paper based 
bowtie antennas. Now it is designed to conjugately match to a microchip with the 
impedance of 13.3-j122 at 915MHz. The operating frequency of these antennas is 
located in UHF band, covering both EU band and NA band. The layouts and 
geometries of the proposed antennas are shown in Fig. 3.6(a). The antenna is different 
from conventional UHF tag antennas with matching network that is usually composed 
of thin metallic lines easy to be scratched and damaged. Thanks to the removal of 
matching networks, the antenna offers a robust mechanical characteristic for the RFID 
tags to be deployed in supply chains being in various environments. More importantly, 
the adoption of square holes in the bowtie antennas serving as matching elements for 
the integrated silicon chips also facilitates the significant saving of electronic 
materials, for instance, conductive ink and photopaper substrates in the work. The 
removal of matching networks, additionally, also contributes to the reduction of 
electronic material consumption. It is observed that 35% of ink can be saved without 
performance degradation while adopting the holes to match chips [102]. 

 
 
Fig. 3.6 (a) Geometries of RFID tag antenna covering the complete UHF RFID 
band (860-960 MHz); inkjet printed RFID tag on Felix (b) and Kodak (c) 
photopaper substrates [22] (reproduced with permission of Taylor & Francis). 
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The innovation stems from the observation on the variations of electromagnetic 
properties of the bowtie antennas with square holes. The positions of the square holes 
in the tag determine the efficiency and input impedance of the bowtie antennas. 
According to 3D electromagnetic simulations, it shows that the inner holes positions 
(B-D) are more crucial to antenna efficiency while the outer holes positions (E-I) 
tends to be the decisive factor for the antenna impedance. In addition, the vertical 
positions have the impact on the current distributions. Based on this knowledge, the 
bowtie antennas were designed and subsequently implemented on various photo paper 
substrates by using inkjet printing process. 

Three types of substrates including Kodak U-P (thickness: 250 µm, relative 
permittivity: 3.3), HP advanced (thickness: 250 µm, relative permittivity: 3.3), and 
Felix Schoeller (thickness: 250 µm, relative permittivity: 3.2) photo papers were used 
to produce the antennas. The used ink was commercially available Cabot CCI-300 
conductive nano-silver-particle ink with the particle diameters of < 20 nm. In printing, 
the driving voltage of the inkjet head was set at 21-23 V to maintain ink drop flying 
with the 5 m/s speed to paper substrates to form antenna patterns. Furthermore, the 
drop spacing was adjusted to 20 µm for achievement of smooth edges and fine printed 
traces. Following the printing step, a sintering process (150 °C/120 min for Kodak, 
120 °C/120 min for HP advanced, and 110 °C/90 min for Felix) was performed to 
remove solvent and solidity the left silver nano-particles to form conductive films.The 
measured conductivity was in the range of 9×106 – 1.1×107 S/m. The resultant printed 
antennas are as shown in Fig. 3.6(b) and (c).  

The measurement of antennas was conducted in an anechoic chamber to simulate 
the vacuum environment and avoid possible result deviation due to the existence of 
multipath interference. Half mirror method preferable to Balun method was used to 
antenna properties. A VNA instrument was fully calibrated by using short-open-load 
(SOL) standard calibration kit to measure the scattering parameters of antennas. The 
measured antenna input impedances are shown in Fig. 3.7. It is observed that from Fig. 
3.7(a) the input resistances of all antennas printed on distinct substrates varies from 

 
Fig. 3.7 (a) Antennas’ resistance variation [22] (reproduced with permission of 
Taylor & Francis) and (b) reactance variation [22] (reproduced with permission of 
Taylor & Francis) 
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13-13.5 Ω at EU band and 13.8-14.7 Ω at NA band, which is in good consistence with 
computed results. Concurrently, the measured reactance values fluctuate between 125-
129 Ω for EU band and 131-135 Ω for NA band, accounting for less than 5% 
variation dependent on substrate choices. It is observed that the achieved antenna 
input impedance meets the demand of the attached chip.  

To maximize the read range of tags, the return loss of the tag antennas should be 
as small as possible. As shown in Fig. 3.8(a), the return losses of all the printed 
antennas are maintained below -15dB in the whole UHF band from 860 – 960 MHz. 
The measurement on antenna read ranges was conducted outside of anechoic chamber 
with Impinj’s UHF RFID reader kit. The equivalent isotropically radiated power 
(EIRP) was set to 3.2 W and 4 W according to European Telecommunication 
Standards Institute (ETSI) and Federal Communication Council (FCC) RFID 

 

Fig. 3.8. (a) Measured and computed return losses [1] (reproduced with permission 
of Taylor & Francis). (b) Antenna attached onto foam to simulate vacuum 
environment for read range measurement [1] (reproduced with permission of Taylor 
& Francis). 

 
Fig. 3.9 Read range comparisons among antennas based on three types of paper 
substrates [22] (reproduced with permission of Taylor & Francis). (a) EU band. (b) 
NA band. 
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standards, respectively. A rigid foam HF51 from ROHACELL with 90 mm thickness 
was used as the backboard to the antennas to be measured due to the relative 
permittivity of 1.057 (2.5 GHz) close to that of free space. The read ranges under the 
cases tagging on HF51 foam, Cola Can, and water bottle were measured respectively. 
These measurement results were helpful to evaluate the antenna performance in 
conductions that are close to the practical applications in supply chain. It is found in 
Fig. 3.9 that the proposed antennas have remarkable read ranges, although the range is 
shortened when placed nearby a metal Cola Can.  

Fig. 3.10 demonstrates the simulated 3D far field radiation pattern. It is observed 
that the antenna gains are 2.20 and 2.22, respectively, at 866 MHz and 915 MHz. At 
the same time, the 2D radiation patterns, as shown in Fig. 3.11, are measured and 
compared with computed values. It is found that the measured and simulated values 
are coincident, and the proposed antenna has an omni-directional radiation pattern. 

 

Fig. 3.10 Simulated results of far field radiation properties of the proposed antennas 
[22] (reproduced with permission of Taylor & Francis). (a) EU band. (b) NA band. 

 

Fig. 3.11 Measured and simulated radiation pattern for antennas [22] (reproduced 
with permission of Taylor & Francis). (a) EU band. (b) NA band. 
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Although the antenna is realized to match a chip, it is promising in the future to 
integrate with a printed circuit for low cost RFID tag applications.  

3.4 Process Dependence of Inkjet Printed Tag Antennas 

Tag antennas produced by printing process have demonstrated their enormous 
potential in the realization of low cost item-level RFID solutions. However, prior to 
the practical use, it is necessary to analyze the influence of printing processes, for 
instance, inkjet printing on the produced antennas, so as to ensure the reliability and 
repeatability of the antenna performances.  

Dependent on the choice of substrates, the printed lines may vary largely 
compared to the designed sizes. For example, the line that is designed to be 1 mm in 
line width may extend to 1.1 mm or more in the printing if a hydrophilic substrate is 
chosen. This is exacerbated by the fact that the printed lines have smaller cross 
sectional area due to the thin thickness (~0.5-1.4 µm). The dependence of antenna 
performance on printing variations is still unclear. 

The most important parameter for a tag antenna is its read range. However, the 
magnitude of the range is determined by the antenna gain, radiation efficiency and the 
input impedance. It is necessary to investigate the variation of four parameters against 
the change of printing process variables including widths and thicknesses. The 
thickness of printed antennas can be increased multiply using the overprinting 
technique that is laying an extra layer on a predefined one, so as to enhance the 
antenna electrical properties.  

 

Fig. 3.12 Folded dipole antenna operating at 2.45 GHz. 

 

Fig. 3.13 Input resistance variations caused by process variations [23] (reproduced 
with permission of IEEE). 
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For simplicity of investigation, we choose 2.45 GHz folded dipole antenna as the 
example to study process dependence, as shown in Fig. 3.12. The antenna is 1mm 
wide in design, and it is presumed to vary the line width between ± 20%. Concurrently, 
the thickness is assumed to change from 0.9 µm (a single layer) up to 4.5 µm (five 
layers in stack). A reference antenna, PCB based folded dipole antenna is also 
included. The well-known 3 dimensional electromagnetic simulator HFSS is 
employed to execute the simulation work to provide results as accurate as possible. 

According to the simulation results, it is found that the width and thickness 
variations affect the antenna gain and radiation efficiency slightly. For example, the 
antenna gain increases from 1.73 dB to 1.76 dB while the antenna line width increases 
by -20% to +20%. The same condition occurs when increasing the antenna thickness 
from one layer to 5 layers. In both cases, the antenna radiation efficiency remains 
constant. This leads to the neglectable increases in read ranges. However, it is worth 
to note that the variation of the antenna widths or thicknesses will result in large 
shifting in the values of input impedance, as shown in Fig. 3.13. 

When the line width increases, the input resistance decreases largely, for example, 
from 226 Ω to 166 Ω. It is interesting to witness that the resistance values will 
maintain constant when the printed layers are beyond 3 layers. The phenomenon is 
caused by the skin effect, where current mainly flows on the conductor surface. Even 
if more layers are employed, the input impedance of the antenna will still be stable. 

In contrast to the reference antenna on PCB, the printed antenna shows a 
comparable antenna performance in terms of radiation efficiency, gain and even read 
range, as shown in Fig. 3.14. The results demonstrate the great potential of printed 
antennas that can be used for item-level RFID tags.  

 

Fig. 3.14 Antenna read range shifts as the function of process variations [23] 
(reproduced with permission of IEEE). 
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3.5 Summary 

Towards low cost antennas for item-level tracking RFID applications, the chapter 
presented two feasible methods. With linearly tapered antennas, the material costs of 
frequently used dipole and meander line antennas are expected to be reduced by 40% 
while maintaining the comparable antenna performance, thus offering a disruptive 
solution for the design of low cost tag antennas. Additionally, a novel type of photo-
paper based bowtie antennas were proposed and realized by all inkjet printing process. 
Compared to conventional bowtie antennas, the proposed antenna is not only robust 
but also economically efficient. These two antenna schemes are promising enablers 
towards the realization of ultra-low cost RFID tags for item-level tracking purposes. 
Another aspect worthy to concern about printed antennas is the process dependence of 
antenna properties. The variations in printing process such as width and thickness will 
put significantly influence on the input resistance part, which should be specifically 
taken care of during the design of antenna matching networks for an optimized read 
range. 
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4. Time Domain Chipless RFID Tags 
The chapter will place the emphasis on the explanation of the working principle of 

time domain chipless RFID tags and the proposal of innovative means to handle 
process restrictions of inkjet printing technique. More technique details regarding this 
chapter refer to Paper V [6].  

4.1 Time-Domain Chipless RFID 

The first time-domain chipless RFID tag was proposed in 2006 by Zhang in our 
group [35]. In the scheme, the RFID tag consists of a transmission line and several 
electromagnetic reflectors such as inductors or capacitors to store ID codes. Another 
type of time domain chipless RFID tag demonstrated is based on the use of a 
transmission line to transfer RF pulses and a microwave circulator to introduce time 
delay for coding data [36, 37]. The former solution is believed to possess advantages 
in printability and large coding capacity over the later. 

4.1.1 Time Domain Reflections 

The time-domain chipless RFID tag summarized in the dissertation was developed 
on the basis of Zhang’s solution of a 4-bit PCB based tag by using conventional 
lithographic process, but two significant technical improvements were made. The first 
enhancement was increasing the coding capacity from 4 bit to 8 bit and making the 
chipless tag ID generating circuit configurable by using inkjet printing process. The 
other innovation was the realization of the tag circuit on photopaper substrates by 
using full inkjet printing technique. 

The schematic diagram of the RFID tag system is as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). The 
reader via its ultra wide band (UWB) antenna transmits interrogational signals. The 
signal arriving at a tag is received by the UWB counterparts of the tag and propagates 
within the tag circuit that stores unique ID codes. In accordance with the code 
information, the forward interrogational signal is reflected to the tag antenna and 
finally to the reader. 

Fig. 4.1(b) describes the tag ID generating circuit, mainly consisting of a 
microstrip line (ML) as a signal path, and a group of capacitors as coding elements. In 

 

Fig. 4.1 (a) Block diagram of UWB RFID system with the proposed chipless tag [49]
(reproduced with permission of IEEE). (b) Schematic diagram of the RFID tag based
on time domain reflections [49] (reproduced with permission of IEEE). 

 

(a) (b) 
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the operation, the interrogation signal accepted by the tag travels forward along the 
ML, until it encounters a shunt-connected capacitor and gets partially reflected due to 
the capacitive impedance discontinuity. The signal passing through the connection 
point with the first capacitor continuously forward travels unless it arrives at the 
second capacitor, which will also produce a reflection signal. Similarly, a train of ID 
digits can be encoded by connecting with a capacitor, denoting a binary “1”, or by 
disconnecting with the capacitor, denoting a binary “0”. At the end of the ML, a 
matching resistor is placed to absorb redundant energy so that multiple ring oscillation 
is avoided. 

The total length of the ML is determined by two factors. One is the coding 
capacity of the tag. For example, 8-bit coding capacity will require 8 segments of 
MLs to isolate 8 capacitors. The other requirement is the pulse width of the 
interrogation signal. In the work, the signal is a train of Gaussian pulses with 0.4 ns 
pulse width and a period of 10 ns. In order to avoid the overlap between the 
interrogation wave and the reflection ones in reading period, the reflection waves 
should be placed with 0.5 ns delay. The schematic of the coding sequence is shown in 
Fig. 4.2. In the case the length of each segment between two coding points is 
calculated using the following expressions:  

∙
√

∙                                                            (4.1) 

where  is the signal travelling speed on the ML,  is the flight time between two 
capacitors,  is the light velocity in vacuum,  is the relative permittivity of a 
substrate for the ML. The other parameter, the line width of the ML, is determined 
from the substrate characteristics by using LineCalc tool embedded in advanced 
design systems (ADS) software. Alternatively, it can be calculated using well-tapped 
analytical formulas. 

The values of each capacitor are decided in line with the amplitude of reflection 
signals. At each coding point, there are relations below existing: 

 

 
Fig. 4.2 Interrogation signal (upper) and the train of reflected signals (below) in
sequence. 
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 | | ∙ |1 |                                                           (4.2) 

| | | | ∙ | |                                                              (4.3) 
where  is the forward travelling signal,  is the incident signal,  is the reflection 
coefficient, and  is the reflected signal. The same value of  is designed to 
guarantee the identical magnitude of reflected signals at all coding points. According 
to the above condition,  can be effortlessly determined. On the other hand,  is 
related to the values of capacitors by the following analysis formulae:  

| |                                                               (4.4) 

                                                              (4.5) 

where  is the impedance at a coding point,  is the characteristic impedance of the 
ML, which has been set as 50 Ω, and C is the value of the capacitor at the coding 
point. At each coding point, different  determines the exact value of the capacitor 
assigned at the position.  

Three commonly used types of capacitors were examined in ADS to elaborate the 
most proper shape for the impedance discontinuities. Their layouts are as shown in 
Fig. 4.3. The results showed that with an identical area all the capacitors offer the 
same capacitance. With the rectangle shape, however, parasitic capacitance might be 
caused when the capacitor was placed close to the ML. According to simulation 
results, the parasitic effect was obvious even when the space between the capacitor 
and the ML was larger than 0.2 mm. Furthermore, the negative effect would be 
exacerbated with the increasing width-to-length ratio. On the contrary, the radial 
shape capacitor had less parasitic capacitance, similar to the double radial. The 
advantage of the single radial capacitor over the double one is the simple coding 
feature, since only one point is to be connected when a digital “1” is desired.  

4.1.2 Design specifications 

The prototype of the tag was built on a printed circuit board (PCB) to verify the 
feasibility of the proposed idea. The PCB substrate was Rogers 4350 with 0.25 mm in 
thickness and the relative permittivity of 3.48. Before the implementation, simulation 
of the tag ID generating circuit was executed in ADS. The schematic and the layout of 
the circuit are presented in Fig. 4.4(a) and (b), respectively. The interrogational signal 
used in the simulation was derived from a rectangular voltage pulse multiplied with a 

Fig. 4.3. Different capacitor configurations under consideration 

 

ML 
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sine wave. The simulated capacitors included surface mounted technology (SMT) and 
planar capacitors. The models of SMT capacitors were invoked from the component 
library of ADS. And the planar capacitors referred to the capacitors directly realized at 
the same time with the ML on PCB. The comparison of the circuit responses between 
two capacitor technologies was conducted with the simulation results presented in Fig. 
4.5. Both circuits were with the same ID codes of “00001010”. It is found that the 
results from both technologies draw a similar conclusion that the proposed 8-bit ID 
generating circuit is feasible. In addition, compared to the case with planar capacitors, 
SMT capacitor enabled circuit showed larger undesired noise. The main reason for 
this is that SMT capacitors need two pad solders to connect with the ML, which may 
introduce signal noises at high frequencies. In addition, the discretized capacitor 

                                      (a)                                                                (b) 

Fig. 4.5 Simulation results for the proposed ID generating circuits [91] (reproduced
with permission of IEEE). (a) SMT capacitors. (b) Planar capacitors. 

 

(a)                                                                  

   

                                                                 (b) 
Fig. 4.4 (a) Schematic simulation of ID generating circuit in ADS [91] (reproduced
with permission of IEEE). (b) Layout of RFID generating circuit with “00001010”
codes (reproduced with permission of IEEE). 
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values are other reason to increase reflections at coding points and cause extra noises.  

In measurements, Agilent 54754A Differential TDR/TDT Plug-in Module, 
associated a wideband oscilloscope, was used as the reader to the tag. The TDR 
measurement result with planar capacitors was displayed in Fig. 4.6 (a). An ultra-
wide-band (UWB) response to the proposed ID circuit was also examined. An UWB 
signal generator that can transmit 2nd derivative Gaussian pulse with duration of 
approximate 0.5 ns and period of 20 ns was used. The results are exhibited in Fig. 
4.6(b). It can be seen that the measured results are in good consistence with 
simulation results. And the codes embedded in the ID generating circuit are also 
clearly witnessed, though the presence of some unavoidable signal noises. These 
results confirmed the technical feasibility of the proposed RFID tag.  

4.2 Fully Printing of Time Domain Chipless RFID Tag 

The biggest challenge in the all printing of the above tag is to implement a printed 
ML with 50-Ω total impedance on paper substrates. Due to printing limitations such 
as thin thickness and limited conductivities, severe parasitic impedance exists and 
poses an obstacle for the realization of 50-Ω impedance with a conventional uniform 
ML (UML). The use of linearly tapered ML (TML) can effectively alleviate the effect 
and offer a simple and easy-to-implement method for the construction of a 50-Ω ML 
on a photo-paper substrate. The detailed descriptions about the principle of linearly 
tapered ML have been provided at Section 2.4 in Chapter 2. The present section will 
concentrate on the application of the linearly tapered ML for realization of the fully 
printed time domain chipless RFID tag. Two tags, adopting UML and TML separately, 
are compared in the term of readability. 

The implantations of the two tags were conducted by using Dimatix ink-jet printer 
and Cabot nano-silver ink. The photo paper with dielectric constant of 2.8 and loss 
tangent of 0.04 was used as the substrate. After printing, the paper with printed 
patterns was sintered in a heat-convection oven at 100 oC (the highest survival 
temperature of photo paper) for 30 minutes to stabilize the conductivity of printed 
metal lines. The backside of the paper was coated with silver paste and sintered to 

 
(a) (b) 

0   0   0   0    1    0    1   

Fig. 4.6 Measurement results of a tag consisting of planar capacitors [91]
(reproduced with permission of IEEE). (a) TDR results (x: 2ns/div; y: 100 mV/div).
(b) UWB response (x: 1ns/div; y: 2mV/div). 
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realize the reference ground plane of a ML. Two 50-Ω lumped resistors were 
individually connected at the end of the MLs to absorb remaining energy. Surely, the 
lumped resistors could be readily replaced by a printed one. 

Fig. 4.7 shows the measurement result of the TDR responses of the two tags. It is 
seen in Fig. 4.7(a) that the measurement signal for the UML tag can hardly be 
recognized. The root reason for the distorted signals is due to the parasitic impedance 
introduced by all printing process, as explained before. As the comparison, in Fig. 
4.7(b), the tag with the application of TML exhibits the excellent readability for the 
encoded ID codes of “01011000”. The simulation results in good agreement with 
measurements also demonstrated the same signal readability. These results validate 
the technical feasibility of the all printed paper based chipless RFID tag. 

Table 4.1 presents the comparison of the presented tag and other prevalent 
counterparts. Compared to silicon based RFID tags, the fully metallic tags have 
advantages of simpler structure, larger data rate and cheaper production cost, while 

 

Fig. 4.7 TDR measurements of inkjet printed paper based RFID tag [49] (reproduced
with permission of 2010, IEEE). (a) Response of the tag with adoption of UML. (b)
Result of TML tag. 

 

(a) (b) 

Table 4.1 Performance summary of presented tag in comparison with previous work 

 
Items Silicon tags [7] Organic devices [8, 

9] 
This work 

Manufacture Lithography Potentially printing Ink-jet 
printing 

Structure Complex Complex Simple 

Substrate Silicon Plastic Paper 

Cost High Low Ultra low 

Frequency 13.56 MHz, 900 MHz, 
2.4 GHz 

125 KHz, 13.56 
MHz 

UWB (3.1-
10.6 GHz) 

Data rate 106 kb/s 1259 b/s 1.67 Gb/s 

Read range 4-6 cm in HF,  
4-8 m in UHF 

1-10 cm >80 cm 
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compared to printed organic tags, this work may offer better compatibility with 
printed metallic antenna as well as longer reading range. 

Fig. 4.8(a) gives the prototype of an all printed RFID tag consisting of not only the 
ID generating circuit but also an UWB monopole antenna. With further optimizations 
including shrinking size and enhancing coding capability, the proposed tag may find 
identification application for tagging indoor environmental items, for instance, a 
container, as shown in Fig. 4.8(b).   

4.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we have proposed an ultra-low-cost chipless RFID tag based on 
microstrip line reflection concept by using inkjet printing process on paper substrates. 
To enable the printed tag, a linearly tapered microstrip line has been used rather than 
conventional uniform microstrip lines to complement the increased parasitic 
impedance introduced by printing process. Measurement and simulation results are 
provided, respectively. Both results in good consistence validate the feasibility of the 
all-printed paper-based RFID tag. With further optimizations, the tag may find wider 
applications in the identification and tracking of item goods.  
 

 
 

 

Fig. 4.8 All-printed RFID tag consisting of circuits and a UWB antenna. (b) An
example of container identification with the all-printed RFID tag. 
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5. Frequency Domain Based Chipless RFID Tags 

Previous chapter has proposed a time-domain reflection based chipless RFID tag, 
while the present chapter will present a frequency-domain signature based chipless 
RFID tag. Time-domain chipless tags have wide compatibility with current RFID 
bands and large read speed advantages over frequency-domain ones [6, 37]. 
Nevertheless, the latter has potential in the development of RFID tags with large 
coding capability (for instance, 64-bit) [25, 103]. 

Actually, plentiful literature of frequency domain RFID tags has been reported in 
the latest years. An early example was the chipless RFID tag developed by using an 
array of dipole antennas with different resonant frequencies. The resonance 
magnitudes of these antennas can be used to store binary data by adjusting the 
capacitance existing between the two arms [43]. Balbin and his coworkers later 
presented a phase-encoded chipless tag using three elements of loaded microstrip 
antennas [104]. The tag had robust resistance to signal noises since the ID codes were 
assigned in phase parameters rather than magnitudes of resonances. A novel chipless 
RFID tag with the remarkable coding capability up to 35 bits was proposed in [42]. 
The tag was composed of a microstrip line and a group of inductors with different 
configurations as coding elements. More recently, a compact RFID tag with 22.9 bit 
coding ability was proposed with the use of a hybrid coding technique combining 
phase deviation and frequency position encoding [105].  

In this chapter, two frequency-domain-based chipless RFID tags will be suggested 
by using inductor-capacitor (LC) resonators. The first one is a 10-bit tag consisting of 
a group of LC resonators for storing ID codes, which has been successfully 
implemented on flexible printed circuit board by using toner transferring process, 
while the other tag contains a single reconfigurable LC resonator, can can offer 4.25-
bit data coding capacity, which is finally realized on conventional packaging papers 
by using all inkjet printing technique. More technical details about the chapter content 
refer to Paper VI [55] and VII [106].  

Fig. 5.1 Schematic diagram of the proposed RFID system [25] (reproduced with
permission of Wiley Periodicals). 
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5.1 LC Based Chipless RFID 

5.1.1 RFID System 

The schematic diagram of the proposed RFID system is shown in Fig. 5.1. In 
operation, the reader will send out a sweeping frequency wave as an interrogation 
signal via the transmitting antenna (TA). Given the presence of a tag in the detection 
zone, the tag will accept the signal via its inductor antenna and modulate it according 
to the resonance of an LC resonator inside the tag. The receiving antenna (RA) of the 
reader on another side will receive the modulated signal and send it to a frequency 
analyzer embedded in the reader to recognize the ID codes written in the tag. 

5.1.2 LC-Resonators based RFID Tag 

The ID generating circuit of the proposed RFID tag is demonstrated in Fig. 5.2(a). 
The tag has 10 LC resonators with different resonance frequencies as coding elements. 
In the tag design, these frequencies are arranged from 10 to 100 MHz with a 10-MHz 
increasing step. Placing the frequencies on integer frequency points can considerably 
enhance the reading robustness of the tag, as the signals detected at other frequencies 
will be neglected. The layout of a single LC resonator is shown in Fig. 5.2(b). The 
resonator consists of a square inductor and a plate capacitor. A through-hole or via is 
needed to communicate the two layer metals located at the two sides of the used 
substrate. The inductor is purposely left disconnected, and in the future, if the 
operation of the LC unit is desired, the disconnecting point will be filled by printing 
process or other material depositing techniques, thus offering a flexible encoding 
function. For example, filling the encoding point represents the code of the digit of 
“1”, while when no filling, the digit of “0” is encoded. In this way, the tag can be 
recycled and used for multiple times, driving down the tag cost per time use.  

The geometries of the tag were decided by using analytical formulas well explored 
in literature. Firstly, the inductor was calculated by the formula exhibited in [107]. 
According to the inductance of the decided inductor, the value of the capacitor was 
given, coupled with the use of the following expression 

2πf
√

                                                                   (5.1) 

where f  is the resonant frequency of the LC unit,  is the capacitor’s value and  is 
the magnitude of the capacitor. With the capacitance, the specific size of the capacitor 
was determined correspondingly.  

 

Fig. 5.2 LC resonator based RFID tag structure [25] (reproduced with permission of
Wiley Periodicals). (a) Tag consisting of 10 LC resonators with different resonance
properties. (b) Layout of an elementary LC resonator. Encoding point is left unfilled
during manufacture while it will be connected in use if the code “1” is desired. 
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To achieve the accurate geometrical parameters and high quality factors, the LC 
units were numerically simulated by using advanced design systems (ADS). The 
simulations were based on the parameters of a pragmatic substrate used in the work, 
called flexible copper laminated sheet, which has two-sided copper layers with 35 µm 
in thickness and the polyimide material with the thickness of 100 µm in the middle. 
The quality factors of the LC resonators with different line widths were evaluated and 
optimized. The variations of the inductor quality factors against the increasing line 
widths are shown in Fig. 5.3 (a). It is seen that the increase of the line width from 1.5 
to 2 mm leads to the improvement of the quality factor of the inductor. Nonetheless, 
the quality factors are decreased when the line width increases from 2 to 2.5 mm. At 
the same time, the quality factors of the whole LC resonator follow the similar trend, 
as shown in Fig. 5.3 (b).  

This can be explained in the equivalent circuit of the LC resonator shown in Fig. 
5.3 (c). When the line width increases from 1.5 to 2 mm, the reduction of the series 
resistance, Rs, leads to the enhancement of the quality factor. Yet, with the line width 
rising from 2 to 2.5 mm, a shunt capacitance, Cp, increases, finally leading to the 
decrease of the quality factor. In line with the above investigations, the inductor with 
2-mm line width was chosen for the LC resonator.  

5.1.3 Experimental Verification 

The demo-of-the-concept was implemented by using toner transferring process 
[108, 109]. The resultant tag prototype is shown in Fig. 5.4(a). All the LC resonators 
have similar inductor structures, but the capacitor components are in different values. 

Fig. 5.3 Optimization of LC design [25] (reproduced with permission of 2011 Wiley
Periodicals). (a) Quality factor of inductors with different line widths. (b) Quality
factor of LC circuit with different line widths. (c) Equivalent circuit of the LC
circuit. 

(a)  (b) (c) 

Fig. 5.4 (a) Photograph of the proposed chipless tag based on an array of 10 LC
resonators. (b) Measurement setups for the tag. 

(a) (b)
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Fig. 5.4(b) shows the measurement setup for the proposed tag. The measurement 
setup consisted of a vector network analyzer (VNA), and two coil antennas that 
separately acted as the transmitting antenna (TA) and the receiving antenna (RA) for 
the VNA. Also, a power amplifier was connected between one of VNA port and the 
transmitting antenna to provide larger radiation energy for the reader. The two 
antennas were placed 21 cm away from each other. The resonances of LC circuits 
were recognized by observing the variation of forward voltage gains, |∆ |, whose 
value can be given by 

|∆ | ∗                                                  (5.2) 

where and 	are the forward voltage gain with and without the presence of an 
LC circuit, respectively, and * denotes a conjugate operation. 

The measurement results of the field test for the proposed tag are presented in Fig. 
5.5. Fig. 5.5(a) shows the measurement result of the tag with the code of 
“0011011110”. It is seen that the ID codes have been clearly recognized, and all of the 
signals representing “1” are located in the frequency multiplication points of 10 MHz. 
The adoption of the tag in a water contaminated environment is also examined. Fig. 
5.5 (b) exhibits the tag response with a bottle of water placed at the backside (2L 
Coca-Cola bottle with full of pure water). It is observed that the measurement results 
are similar to that with absence of water. The comparison indicates that the tag can be 
adopted in the liquid-contained situations without any significant deterioration for 
signal qualities.  

According to the above measurement results, it is proven that the proposed 
chipless RFID tag based on LC resonances is technically feasible. The tag has 
potential to be used in the tracking and identification of packaging goods and even 
deployed in water-contaminated environment.  

 

Fig. 5.5 Configurations of field measurements and the corresponding results [109]
(reproduced with permission of IEEE). (a) Without water. (b) With the presence of a
bottle of water. 
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5.2 Fully Printing of LC-Based Chipless Tag 

The above-proposed chipless tag provides a promising solution for the tagging of 
item-level goods. In the present section, the reformed LC resonator based chipless 
RFID tag will be presented. With the coplanar structure, the tag can be directly printed 
on some flexible substrates. In the work, the proposed scheme is realized on 
conventional packaging paper sheets that have competitive cost advantage over costly 
photo-papers. Moreover, the tag only consists of one LC resonator, but it can store 
equivalently 4.25-bit binary codes by using Phase Position Modulation (PPM) coding 
method, compared to the previous one where one LC unit can only write 1-bit data. 

5.2.1 PPM Coding Method 

The schematic diagram of the proposed RFID system is shown in Fig. 5.6. It is 
seen that the tag reading system based on single-antenna detection is different from 
the previous one, acquiring tag content by using two antennas. The reader works 
based on the reflected signals from the tag. In the operation, the RFID reader sends 
out a sweeping frequency wave as an interrogation signal. If a product package that 
such a tag is printed on enters the detection zone of the reader, the tag can backscatter 
an ID-containing signal to the reader. The reader recognizes the ID codes by analyzing 
the received signal. 

The layout of the proposed RFID tag is shown in Fig. 5.7(a). The tag consists of a 
planar square inductor and an interdigital capacitor (IDC). The use of IDC can meet 
the requirement of single-plane printing, enabling the direct fabrication on packages. 
Different from the on-off-keying (OOK) coding technique, frequency shifting keying 
(FSK) coding method is used in the proposed tag, allowing for 4.25-bit coding 
capability with a single LC unit. The resonance phase of the LC resonator is 
controlled by slightly modifying the connections of the fingers in the IDC. The 
relationship between the phases and the finger configurations can be exemplified in 
Fig. 5.7(b). The variation cases are listed as: 

 With all the fingers connected, resonance frequency is f1. 
 With the outmost finger disconnected, the frequency is relocated to f2. 
 With the two outmost fingers disconnected, the frequency is f3. 
 …… 

 

Fig. 5.6 Schematic diagram of the proposed RFID system [26] (reproduced with
permission of IEEE). 
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The use of phase modulations instead of magnitudes can enhance the tag 
readability even in a noisy working environment, as shown in Fig. 5.7(c). In operation, 
the phases changes from –π to π rad, which is rather easy to be identified. 

5.2.2 Investigation on Packaging-Paper Substrates 

The ultimate goal for the development of printable chipless RFID tag is directly 
printing these tags on packaging paper substrates that are widely used in preserving 
consumer goods in trillions scale [28]. The current situation is, however, that extreme 
majority of the reported printable chipless RFID tags are demonstrated on rigid or 
flexible printed circuit board by using conventional lithographic process [46, 47, 110], 
and few is all printed RFID tag on photo-paper material. The photopaper sheets are 
preferably used in the printing of RFID tags and even the whole printing electronics, 
owing to the excellent surface conductions, especially small surface roughness. 
Nevertheless, the other fact often being omitted about the photopaper sheets is the 
relatively low endurability in high sintering temperature, due to the use of various 
coating layers. Photopaper can survive in the environment with the temperature lower 
than 120 °C, and more often around 100 °C. Compared to these photopaper 
counterparts, conventional packaging paper sheets may be baked at around 150 °C 
without any damage caused on the material surface. This provides the possibility that 
a packaging paper sheet offers a comparative electrical conductivity for the printed 
metallic lines on it, compared to what a photopaper does. And the possibility can be 
bigger if some technical measures are taken to handle the surface roughness 
restriction. 

In the thesis, overprinting process is proposed as an efficient pathway to 
significantly improve the conductivities of printed lines on packaging papers, in 
addition to increasing the sintering temperature to 150 °C. Four types of packaging 
papers, CosmaPrint gloss (CG), TerraPrint gloss (TG), TerraPrint silk (TS) and 
CosmaPrint silk (CS), were chosen to perform the experiment. The roughnesses of 
paper substrates were measured using an atomic force microscopy (AFM), as an AFM 
can demonstrate measurement resolution on the order of fractions of a nanometer, 
which is more than 1000 times better than optical diffraction limit. The conductivities 
of printed lines were calculated based on the thicknesses obtained from profilometer 
and the resistances derived from 4-probe resistance testing system. 

 

                   (a)                                         (b)                                      (c) 

Fig. 5.7 Phase position modulation method. (a) LC layout. (b) Configurable capacitor
fingers. (c) Phase variations caused by resonances. 
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It is found from Fig. 5.8 that the CS paper roughness reduces with the increasing 
numbers of printing layers. In fact, similar trends are also observed for other three 
paper substrates, as shown in Fig. 5.9(a). It is seen that all the paper substrates possess 
the similar roughness of approximate 6 nm after six layers of printing process, 
although more numbers of layers are required to achieve the minimum value for the 
papers with larger roughnesses. These results indicate that the surface roughness of 
packaging papers can be reduced by overprinting process. The optimization effect 
may come from the flowing and filling of inks deposited on surface.  

The conductivity variations as the function of numbers of overprinted layers were 
also characterized, as shown in Fig. 5.9(b). It is seen that the conductivities of two 
layers printed lines have been considerably improved compared with one layer printed. 
The conductivities can be further enhanced for the rougher papers such as CS if more 

 

Fig. 5.8 3D topological photographs of CS paper with different numbers of printed
layers. 

 

paper 1 layer 

3 layers 6 layers 

      

                                      (a)                                                                             (b) 
Fig. 5.9 (a) Roughness variations against the number of printed layers for four types
of packaging papers [26] (© 2013, IEEE). (b) Conductivity variations for different
papers as the function of different numbers of printed layers [26] (© 2013, IEEE). 
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than 2 layers are employed. The enhanced conductivities are attributed to the 
roughness reductions abovementioned. The achieved conductivity (2.2×106 S/m) is 
comparable to the one obtained on photopaper substrates (3×106 S/m). The result is 
satisfying, considering the cost of a packaging paper sheet, 10-50 times less than that 
of the photopaper alternatives.  

5.2.3 Design and Implementation of Chipless Tag on Packaging Paper 

The operating frequency of the tag was restricted within 130 MHz-330 MHz, 
located at the low end of UWB spectrum. Keeping it in mind, the geometries of LC 
resonator were calculated by the use of analytical formulas of inductor and capacitor. 
The expression to acquire the inductor value is the same as the previous tag presented 
above [107], while the formulas to decide the IDC structure on paper substrates are 
complicated due to the limited thickness of paper substrates, normally 180 µm. With 
some modifications specified for paper sheet case, the geometries of the IDC can be 
determined with the use of equations from [111]. The detailed specifications about the 
sizes can be referred to the Paper VII. 

The implementation of the tag was straightforward. All inkjet printing of the tag 
layout onto a packaging paper turned out the resultant sample as shown in Fig. 5.10(a). 
The measurement setup for the tag is displayed in Fig. 5.10(b). The loop antenna is 
used not only to transmit a sweeping frequency interrogation signal, but also to 
receive the reflected signal from the tag. Two scattering parameters, 11S , the input 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
Fig. 5.10  (a) Printing of the proposed RFID tag with commercially available
Dimatrix 2800 inkjet printer (left) and photo of the directly printed RFID tag based
on packaging paper (right). (b) Measurement configurations for the chipless tag [26]
(reproduced with permission of IEEE). 
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reflection coefficient with the absence of a tag and '
11S , the reflection coefficient with 

the presence of a tag, have to be measured to recognize codes, by using 

 '
11 11 11S S S                                        (5.3) 

where 11S  is the reflection coefficient variation. 

Fig. 5.11(a) exhibits the measurement results of the phase variations of 11S . The 
corresponding codes are listed in Fig. 5.11(b). From the two figures, it is seen that all 
the ID codes in the tag can be clearly recognized by the reader part. The tag can 
achieve 19 codes with the reconfigurable IDC structure, equivalent to 4.25 bits in 
binary coding method. These results prove the feasibility of the directly-printed 
compact RFID tag based on the substrates of common packaging papers. 

5.3 Summary 

With the development of intelligent packaging, the chipless RFID tags that can be 
directly printed on conventional packaging papers have been one of the most 
attractive technologies. In the chapter, we proposed a novel chipless tag based 
coplanar LC resonators. The tag with a reconfigurable LC resonator can be directly 
printed on packaging paper substrates, thus offering unique low-cost advantage. The 
tag may find wide applications in item-level tracking and identifications with proper 
optimizations.  

Codes Frequency a Codes Frequency a 

1 135.8 11 179.7 

2 142.6 12 190.4 

3 145.5 13 199.2 

4 149.4 14 208.9 

5 150.4 15 222.6 

6 155.3 16 241.1 

7 159.2 17 261.6 

8 164.1 18 290.8 

9 168.9 19 329.8 

10 174.8   

(a) (b)

 Fig. 5.11 (a) Phase variations with all possible “1”s coded [26] (reproduced with 
permission of IEEE). (b) Relationship between the coded data and the corresponding
resonance frequencies (MHz) [26] (reproduced with permission of IEEE). 
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6. Summary and Outlook 

The chapter will briefly make a summary for the author’s contributions in the full 
printing of chipless RFID tags. Meanwhile, the outlook for the development of 
printable chipless RFID tags will be presented. More details about this chapter content 
can be referred to Paper IX [58]. 

6.1 Summary 

Low cost RFID tags are the key enabler for item-level tracking and identification 
applications towards internet-of-things (IoTs). The aim of the thesis is to develop 
ultra-low cost chipless RFID tags by combining inexpensive and decomposable paper 
sheets and high throughput all-printing techniques, thus making preparation of the 
deployment of IoTs. During pursuing the goal, some crucial technical challenges have 
to be overcome, which include the innovation of antenna designs for low cost purpose, 
as well as the proposal of novel chipless RFID tags suitable for all printing process 
and the pragmatic implementation of them by all printing process. 

As preparation steps, the design and characterization of all printed transmission 
lines (TLs), especially planar TLs including microstrip lines (MLs), coplanar strips 
(CSs) and coplanar waveguides (CPWs) are presented. The design specifications of 
these TLs have been overviewed, and the design methods based on analytical 
formulas and numerical simulations are introduced. Time domain and frequency 
domain measurement techniques are presented, respectively to characterize the 
electrical properties of the TLs. In line with the results, the lumped and distributed 
element models are extracted, which lay a foundation for the use of these printed TLs 
in the future. Simultaneously, the electromagnetic properties of paper substrates are 
solved by using screen printed CPWs. To realize a 50-Ω printed ML on the above 
paper sheets, linearly tapering technique has been applied in the design of the ML to 
alleviate the severely parasitic impedance caused by the restrictions of all inkjet 
printing process including the thin thickness and the limited conductivities.  

A low-cost antenna is a key component for the realization of an ultra-low cost 
RFID tag. In the dissertation, a novel linear tapering technique has been proposed and 
applied on the designs of typical tag antennas – dipole and meander line antennas. The 
electromagnetic simulations indicate that the tapered dipole and meander line 
antennas can reduce the material consumption by 40% compared to the conventional 
counterparts while maintaining the comparable performance. Another low cost tag 
antenna solution, a bowtie antenna with square holes, is also proposed. By controlling 
the positions of these holes, the input impedance of the antenna can be tuned to match 
with an RFID silicon chip without the need of extra matching networks. The 
improvement on the antenna allows for the significant material economy while 
pertaining similar performance in contrast with conventional bowtie antennas. The 
antenna is finally implemented on various photopaper substrates by all inkjet printing 
process, demonstrating the advantage of extremely inexpensive fabrication cost. The 
electromagnetic analysis on the antenna performance in terms of the input impedance, 
return loss, read range and radiation pattern is performed, and the excellent 
coincidence between measured and simulation results rigorously validate the technical 
feasibility of the proposed antenna. As for another important topic, the process 
dependence of printed antennas is investigated. The process variables including the 
line width and thickness variations during printing an antenna are imitated to examine 
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their impact on the antenna performance. It is interesting to see a printed antenna can 
offer comparable electromagnetic performance in contrast to conventional PCB based 
ones. Also it is worth to note that process variations will cause the large shift in the 
input resistance of a printed antenna. This implies that attention should be paid on the 
design of a match network for such antenna. 

Beyond the antenna parts, a novel 8-bit chipless RFID tag is developed in the light 
of time domain reflection concept. The tag consists of a microstrip line to transmit 
electromagnetic waves and a group of shunt capacitors with different values 
connected to it to introduce impedance discontinuities for coding binary data. The 
concept feasibility is firstly verified by the tag prototype produced on a rigid printed 
circuit board (PCB) with conventional lithographic process. Furthermore, coupled 
with the use of a linearly tapered microstrip line, an all-printed photo-paper based 
chipless tag is demonstrated. The measurement and simulation results validate the 
practicability of the proposed chipless tag with ultra-low cost potential. 

As an alternative to the time-domain based tags, a 10-bit, frequency-domain based 
chipless RFID tag is designed subsequently. In the tag, ID codes are stored in the 
various resonance frequencies of different LC resonators. The demo-of-concept is 
fabricated on flexible polyimide laminators with simple toner transferring process and 
the field trial measurements prove the achievability. Furthermore, with similar coding 
principle but a more compacter structure, another chipless RFID tag is suggested. The 
tag with a coplanar and configurable coding schematic is manufactured on 
conventional packaging papers with cost advantage by using all printing process. 
With further optimizations, the proposed tag can be deployed at ultra-low cost 
advantage in the same way as do barcodes.  

UWB technology will play important role in the development of chipless and chip 
RIFDs for IoT. Due to intrinsic features, UWB chipless RFID tags are believed to 
have larger cost advantages in mass production for the tracking of item-level goods 
and preferable serving as slave nodes while UWB chip tags are still holding unique 
merits in wireless positioning and sensing functionalities due to the large coding 
capacity and complex circuitries, which can be deployed as more qualified candidates 
for master nodes. 

In summary, the dissertation demonstrates wide and intensive investigations in the 
realization of ultra-low cost RFID tags. The general idea is proposing innovative 
solutions in the designs of chipless RFID components and providing a promising 
pathway to reach ultra-low cost RFID tags, especially coupled with the use of all 
printing technique and inexpensive paper materials. The studied topics span from tag 
antennas to ID generating circuits, from conventional processing methods to 
revolutionary printing techniques. The contributions presented in the thesis will spur 
the further development of item-level RFID tags under the IoT vision. 
 

6.2 Outlook 

The research and development of chipless RFID tags, especially printable ones are 
still in the taking-off period. There remains abundant of technical challenges to be 
handled prior to a pragmatic diving in global item-level identification market. In the 
near future, the evolutions or optimizations in the following aspects [58] are expected 
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to make possible high volume deployment of all printed chipless RFID tags to track 
and identify item-level consumer goods. 

Large coding capacity 

One fact cannot be denied is that majority of chipless RFID tags are suffering 
from the limited coding capacity, which poses weighty limitations for the 
commercialization. Item-level tracking demands large coding capacity. Fortunately, 
some preliminary work has demonstrated the high possibility for the improvement of 
the coding volume, e.g., a recently presented 35-bit chipless RFID tag [34] and a 22.9-
bit chipless RFID tag [105]. The feasibility, however, to produce them by printing 
technology on low grade paper sheets still needs to be tested. In addition, the tags with 
64 bits or more coding capacity rather than below 40 bits are more likely to be the 
typical choices for the future printed chipless RFID tags given trillions of consumer 
items to be sold and tagged annually.  

Compact size 

The compact size of a chipless tag is preferable not only for attaching a tag onto 
consumer goods in small size, such as books and postal packages, but also for the 
consideration of driving down tag costs. In the future chipless tags are expected to be 
smaller than a credit card (5×8 cm2) or similar as a 2D barcode in size. For a compact 
size, one effective pathway is moving operating frequencies to higher band, for 
instance, from UHF to microwave band. In fact, some companies are making attempts 
in the development of chipless RFID tags operating at tens of GHz or THz, such as 
InkSure and Vubiq [28], although the time-to-market is unforeseeable.   

Configurability 

It is recognized that the chipless tags, also known as “RF barcodes”, can rarely 
modify the encoded data once manufactured. However, it is still possible to 
reconfigure the ID data with minor modification of layouts for their flexible uses in 
practice, like the time-domain and frequency-domain based tags proposed in the thesis. 
One advantage of configurability is that it provides a potential approach to recycle and 
reuse these configurable chipless RFID tags and thus lowering the fees per time use 
for the tag. Another possible merit is the flexibility in coding information, that is, 
different codes could be written in a tag according to requirements in real applications. 

With a further vision, the ultimate goal is to make all printing of chipless RFID 
tags on low cost substrates, in particular low grade packaging papers – as exactly what 
barcodes are doing! 
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